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is sold by all dealers because it is a staple—
Shooters have learned to rely upon it.
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and insist that your dealer gives you nothing
else. U. M. C. cartridges and shot shells are
“ time tried;” 35 years of progress.

31 3 B roadw ay,
N ew Y o rk , N. Y .
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Nearly all dealers in Sporting Goods carry our ARMS.
Send for our catalog, it is full of interest.
A R M S
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F alls, M a s s .

T r o u t a n d S a lm o n ^

L A K E S ,

V ia t h e P O R T L A N D & R U M F O R D F A L L S R Y .
Through PARLOR CAR service during the Tourist season,
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J f.No. 155 B r o a d w a y ,

S a n F r a n c i s c o , C a l.

R ang elk v Lakes .
Camp Bemis and Birches. Write for free cir
cular. Cart . F. C. Ba r k e r , Prop’r, Bemis.

m a k in g
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J. STEVENS

r p r r Send Name and Address on a Postal
1 lll- >- 1 for our 164-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn.
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XR IFL E S, - PIST O LS, - SH O TG U N S.!
♦

is made for all kinds of shooting in all kinds of guns.

4 2 5 M a r k e t S t.,

are

ly r e l i a b l e a n d f u l l y G U A R A N T E E D .

Winchester Ammunition
M E T A L L IC

you
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tak e a ST E V E N S w ith you .

repeat. They don’t jam, catch, or fail to extract. In A
word, they are the only reliable repeaters. Winchester
rifles are made in all desirable calibers, weights, and
styles ; and are plain, partially or elaborately ornamented,
suiting every purpose, every pocketbook, and every taste.
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W e mail, free of charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels
and camps at all Rangeley Lake Points.
PORTLAN D & RUM FORD FALLS R A ILW A Y ,
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.

S’A c R a n g e le y L a k e

H o u se .

R a n g e le y L a k e s , R a n g e l e y , M e .
: : : W hy

A BEAVER TALE.
Here is situated a hotel of rare attractive
ness in beautiful location for summer board
ers and at the same time in close proximity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to bold
patrons year after year, the rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate times In the
year and the table is always suppli* d with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pi t ,- water
runs to the house from a spring above. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn ♦ennis
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
circular to
L. E. Bowlky , Mountain View House,
Mountain View. Rangeley Lakes, Me.
SPRIN G

LAKE.

In

the D e ad

R ive r

Region.

B e s t o f Early F is h i n g
for Salmon, Square Tail Trout and Lake
Trout that weigh from 2 to 9 pounds.
One day’s ride from Boston. Only 1% miles
of buck board road. Lake 3% miles long, IK
miles wide, surrounded by mountains covered
with green woods Cabiiis are very pleasant
ly situated on the shore of this lake. Spring
beds, new blankets and clean linen make our
beds all that could be desired. New boats and
canoes. Best of stream fishing near. We
have canoe trips that take you by some of the
grandest scenery in Maine, with good fishing
all the way. Telephone connections at home
camps with main line and doctor’s office.
Purest, of spring water. Hay fever unknown.
Excellent food. This Is an ideal place to spend
the summer with your family. Terms reason
able. Correspondence solicit ed.
JOHN B. CARVILLE, Stratton, Me.

Cnimings’s Camiis, S ' l S

Plenty of Square Tailed Trout, Landlocked Salmon
in A
Maine. Address
and Tcogue. Best Moose hunting
gm
D. L. Cummings & Son, Houlton, Me.
At F lagstaff.
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
hotel by boat.. Best Pickerel fishing in the
world. *Trout fishing near.
8. C. B u rrell . Flagstaff, Me.
In Dead R iver R egion .
Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing. J. S.
Duhrell, Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
Rangeley Lakes .
Bald Mountain Camps, are situated near the
famous Middle Grounds, which offer some of
the best fishing in the Rangeley Lakes.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
at the camps. Two mails daily. You’ll get
a reply right back, if you write for free circu
lar to
A mos E l l is , Prop’r,
Haines Landing, Maine.
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When MAINE Offers You So Much?

S e n d fo r 1 0 0 2 I llu s tr a te d B o o k , fr e e , to

R a n g e le y L a k e s H o te l C om p an y,
F o r e s t s —L a k e s — R i v e r s .
Deer a n d M o o s e .
Trout
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His l<eart's as tender as his tales are “ tuff .”
R a n g e le y ,
^
M a in e .
OU see it’s this way. A visit to the RangeF rom S tation s o n th e
ley Lake region without a little run up to
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Beaver pond is as ran* a failure as half a
H e n ry M . B u rrow s, X rea s.
pair of scissors, or the hole of a doughnut
with the dough gone Yes, “ Going up to
Ed’s” is like smoking opium lying, or
“ warts” —it grows upon you; and the man
B y V isitin g ; S p o r t s m e n , During; S e a s o n o f 19 0 1 .
who once sets his happy foot on the shores of
THE
FIRST
FISH IN G
old “ Beaver” is as certain to return as—as—
N ew G U ID E BO O K , “ In Pine Tree Ju n g le s/’ will be ready about A n d t h e B E S T pm i
well as a punched 4 quarter.”
What do you do when you get there? Most
Finely printed.
Entirely new.
Sent
or
of au
all im
the year is had at Moosehead Lake. Thousands t f trout and lakers caught
people fish, others tramp those glorious old April ist. Profusely illustrated
here last
last spring. Plan to come early; we’il “ house” you most comfortably.
trails and just soak their hearts and minds for io cents in stamps.
in the delights of mountain, lake and forest;
MT. KINEO HOUSE, - - - - Kineo, Maine.
---------for at Lid’s remember, we’re in the sureG E O . M. H O U G H T O N , Traffic M anager, Bangor, M aine.
C. A. J udkins, Mgr.
Send for illustrated literature
enough back woods.
Now as to the fishing, a word or two.
Mention this paper when w riting.
Guides talk, notwithstanding, I have never
yet found 5 and 10-pound trout plenty enough
to be monotonous—never have, but the rea
sonable man with a fair idea of the proper
. . It is v ia t h e O ld . .
A N D
C A M P S
dissemination of “ feathers”—it lie chance H O T E L S
also to be a true sportsman, could ask noth
If Y o u a r e P l a n n i n g Y o u r
ing better.
S o m e rse t
R a ilw a y ,
Within easy reach of Ed’s doors lie (even
nature “ lies” up there—I wonder why?), 5 or
O ak lan d to B in g h a m ,M e .
6 lakes in which the rty fishing is simply
“ great,” and I say this after having fished
That you reach the Fishing Pesorts of the
every damn spot in that region many times
Take “ Ell Pond,” for instance, around the
U pp er K e n n e b e c V alley.
“ bend among the pads,” or ‘’Little Island”
lor the season of 1902, remember that the best
with a gentle ripple about sundown. Such
The most prominent resorts being Rowe
incessant “ rise-” and such a run of fisli marks
and
Carry
Ponds,
Bald
Mountain
Lodge,
that charming little pond as the acme of fly
Moxie, Par in and Pleasant Ponds. Many
fishing possibilities.
Trout and Landlocked S a lm on Fishing
others, all having good camps and equipment.
What Is there for the “ Man behind the gun”
Only salmon and trout taken from these wat
up there? Simply this. In the open season
ers.
Two
trains
daily
between
Bingham
and
he can easily get all the deer the law allows
Boston. Round trip tickets on sale at princi
in the world, is to be found in the
him, and will also find “ Ruffed Grouse” (i. e.
pal Boston & Maine R. R. stations. Fishing
“ Patridge” ) in abundance. With Moose,
season opens about May 15. For circulars and
Bear and Caribou the case is that of those 5
information address.
and 10-pound trout, they do not actually
W. M. AYER, Supt., Oakland, Me.
“ hang around the door yards.”
How do you get to Beaver Pond?—tin's.
Berkeley and Boylston Sts.,
The total of 27 miles from Rangeley Village is
The Place to Stop ia-at the Phillips Hotel
now covered by backboard to Kennebago
Reached in one day from Boston, via : Boston & Maine, Maine
W
in p
PhiMins
Electric
lights,
BOSTON
w hnile
u e in
n im p s one
minutes
walk bath
from
Lake, tlience by steamer down that beautiful
Central, Sandy River, Phillips & Rangeley and Franklin & Mesheet of water, a very pleasant break in ilie
the station.
E. B. Whokff , Prop'r.,
Near
Back
Bay
Stations
journey, tlience by buckboard again, direct
Phillips, Me.
gantic Railroads.
to Ed’s Camps on Beaver Pond. The roads
European and American Plans
already good are constantly being bettered,
and ladies and children can now with perfect
MODERN HOTEL, particularly adapted
Round trip tickets for sale at all stations for all points in this
Row e Pond
C am ps
comfort make a journey that once meant
to transient guests. Easy of access to
miles of rough and toilsome tramping.
all parts of the city and suburbs. Electric should he remembered when looking for the
territory. F o r book and map free, address,
best Trout and Salmon Fishing in Mai' e.
At the Camps the accommodations leave
cars pass the the door. Cuisine unexcelled.
Good Cabins, Boats ana Fare. Accommoda
nothing to be desired by those who realize
Peculiarly Attractive to Ladies Traveling Alone
tions for ladies all right. Write ior descrip
that this is the “ Backwoods” and not “ Broad
F, N. BEAL, Phillips, Me.
FLETCHER POPE, Phillips, Me.
tive circulars to
way.” The cabins are clean, roomy, and
JOHN A. SHERLOCK
thoroughly comfortable, beds and table ex
WITHAM & MAXFIELD, Proprietors,
Supt.
S
R.
R.
R.
Gen. Man’g ’ r. P. & R. R. R.
cellent (and most of the food at least eatabie)
Bingham,
iTaine.
while the proprietor—i. e., the “ Old Man,” is
G. M .VOSE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & fl. Ry.
a happy combination of kindliness and pleas
ing fiction.
,, , ,
.
The first step for those who would like to
see for themselves how much actual truth
there is in all of the above, is to address
Ed Grant & Son , Beaver Pond, Maine,
and then “ wait til something drops.”
WRITTENBYFRANCISI. MAULE, 402SAN90MSTREET. PHILADELPHIA.
iffe *
j. q
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North Monmouth. Me .
Chase Brook Farm. Anyone wishing to en
gage board in a pleasant farmhouse near
post office and railroad station with good
fishing, write for particulars to
Chase Brook Farm , Bx 66, N Monmouth, Me.
Norcross, Me.
Debsconeag Camps. One of the best hunting
and fishing localities in Maine. Address,
Joe F rancis, Noreross, Me.
Belgrade L akes, m e .'
The Belgrade. The best sportsman’s hotel in
New England. The best Dlack bass fishing
in the world.
Chas. A. Hil l , M’g’r.
Hanover, Maine .
Indian Rock Camps. An excellent place for
sport or recreation. Large brook trout in
abundance. Camps new and convenient.
Pure water, first-class table. Write for de
scriptive circular and terms to
W. C. Holt , Proprietor,
Hanover, Me.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

l CAJ

FISH IN G T R I P ............

The Berkeley Hotel

A

FU R S

McMillan Fur & Wool Co.

N orthw estern
T erritory, j*

K in g & B a r t l e t t
-~^> and ^ —

Kibby Tow nship.
The place to get big brook
trout and salmon.
Head
quarters for camping parties.
First class cabins, pure spring
water, hay fever unknown.

H. M . P IE R C E , P rop’ r.,

Fim OPEAN PLAN. Special Breakfast ,
cts. and table d’hote dinner 50 cts.
Electric Lights.
Meain Heating.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.

H. E. P IC K F O R D ,
RVNGELEY LAKES,
RANGELEY, MAINE.

Carrabassett Spring Farm
is located on the Carrabassett river, in Jeru

B lakeslee Lake C a m p s,
A famous resort for Hunters and
Anglers. GAME in abundance Trout
rise to the fly every day during the
season. Good accommodations.
Address,
Jos. H. Wh ite , Prop’r,
Eustis, Maine.
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V ia Rangeley .

Loon Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley vil
lage. There are ten ponds within two miles;
good fishing in all and for hunting it can’t be
beat. Camps neat and each party has a camp
One Person, §1.00 per day and upward.
Two Persons, §1.50 per day and upward.
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
tion Cars to Elm St.
_
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm st.
C. A. JONES, Prop.

*

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

GAME AND FISH ODDITIES. X

salem township. It is an ideal spot, being,
as it is, in the heart of the woods. Excellent
trout fishing may be bad in the river which
is but a few rods aw«y, and in Redington
pond, two miles distant. At the Farm is the
We invite our readers to send contri
celebrated Carrabassett Mineral Spring.
Those who wish to step from the cars right at butions for this column.
the door of a hotel and comfortable cabins,
and find the best of fishing closest hand, will
note that these advantages are offered here,
Deciding the Call.
’ or particulars address.
C. G. Smith , Prop., 38 Oliver St., Boston, or
Sam Wills of Jay says the following is
. P. W ing , Manager, Carrabassett, Me.
true blue: A man whom be knew, and
Haines Landing , Me .
wbo was quite a hunter, had a call to
Billy Soule's Camps. The place to get big
trout. Billy Soule , Haines Landing, Me.
preach, so be called on his pastor for ad
EUSTIS, MAINE.
vice. The minister said: “ You go home
Tim Pond Camps, situated in the Dead River
Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. Trout and set a fox trap, then pray the Lord
rise to the liy every day in the season. Write to direct a fox into it. If you catch a
ior further particulars to
J ulian K. V iles . Eustls, Me.
fox then you have had the call all

York’s Camps.

Pickford’s Camps
Jnthe shore of Rangeley Lake. Modern.
Log Camps. H miles from Rangeley village.
3pen firejplaces. On best fishing grounds
No mosquitoes or black flies. No Hay Fever.
High altitude. Air cool and invigorating.
For terms and circulars, address

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
W R I T E FOR C I R C U L A R S

The Sporting District of
the Great------ — i r

S p e n ce r, M ain e.
On Phillips & Rangeley Railro ad .
Redington Camps and Cottages. Redington
--------------------------------------------------------^
Pond furnishes excellent liy fishing every
day in the season. Elevation 2,200 feet above
Via Rangeley .
sea level Particulars furnished freely upon
application. J. F. Hough, proprietor, P. O., Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Ken
Rangeley, Maine.
nebago Lake, is the place to come to if you
want liy fishing every day in the season
Forks, Me.
MoxlePond, 23 miles from"3BIngham. Good High altitude. No bay fever. Address,
RICHARDSON Bros ., Proprietors,
road. Brook trout in abundance. Good ac
commodations for ladies. Write for circu
Kennebago, Me.
lars.
c. M. J ones, The Forks, Me.
On Mooselookmeguntic La k e .
Mooselookmeguntic Horse,
Offers excellent accomodations to sports
men. It is in close proximity to the best fish
ing district of the Rangeley Lakes.
fever. Address from November until May,
Theo. L. Page , Proprietor Senate Cate,
Washington, D. C.
After May 1, Haines
Landing, Me.

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River Region.

by themselves. An excellent place to spend
the summer months. For further particulars
address,
R. S. Y ork , Prop’r, Rangeley Me.

right.”
The trap was set and the
prayer was made. The next morning
on visiting the trap he found it sprung
but nothing in it. He set it again and
made another prayer. On his next visit
to the trap he found he had caught a
skunk.
Nothing daunted, the man
gazed heavenward and exclaimed:
“ Near enough, Lord, I am your most
humble servant.”

*

%

Welokennebacook Lake
Is a Delightful

*

Resort For Sportsmen and Their Families.

THE TROUT AND SALMON FISHING here is unsurpassed by any In the state. The
house has been thoroughly remodelled and enlarged, with new offices, cuisine
etc., and travelers, sportsmen and all persons seeking rest and recreation will
be provided with every comfort and convenience, while for those who prefer,
I have several neat Log Cottages, well furnished, with open fireplaces, sprang
beds and everything that will add to the comfort and pleasure of the guests.
Splendid accommodations for all and an excellent table will always be found
here.
The early spring fishing is a revelation, and the summer fishing never fails.
The best of Fly Fishing every day in the season. This place holcU the record of
the largest trout taken in the Rangeley Lakes.
Guides and boats al ways ready. This is the most direct route between the
Rangeley Lakes and the White Mountains, and my steamboats connect with all
trains, boats and stages. Write for descriptive circular.

f
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Rangeley Lakes,
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Capt, E. F. Coburn,

1 Middledam,

*
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Maine,

A Novel Trap.
A. H. Jones of Wilton once killed a
woodchuck in a novel manner.
He
crept up to the chuck’s hole with a two
tined pitchfork in his hands. He stuck
the tines into the ground, so that when
the animal came from the hole he would
go between the tines, then waited re
sults. Before a great while, the wood
chuck came out, and at the proper time
Mr. Jones jabbed the fork still further
into the ground and bled his game.

Heart Failure.

Bears Skin Trees.

At one time John Moody of Wilton
caught four young woodchucks from a
hole, then caught the old one. He
caught her in twenty minutes from set
ting the trap and she was stone dead
when he found her.
Question: What
killed the woodchuck? She was caught
by the foot.

Levi Blaisdell of Weld is responsible
for the statement that in “ whistle time”
—the spring of the year—the bears
around Weld pond will gnaw the bark
all off of the young maples near the
foot. Then, says Levi, they get a good
strong hold around the trees and skin
them the whole length.

M A IN E
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RANGELEY SPORTING NEWS.

DEER AND “GARDEN SASS.”

Ice Is Still Hard In Lakes Ex Dead River Gyide Talks About
Hunters’ License.
cept by Shores.
Well-Known Camp Owner Seri Deer Are Increasing and Guides
Are Not Poachers.
ously III In New York.
Point Game Was Not Snow Hnnted and

Improvements at Sandy
and at Hiddledam.
[S p e cia l co r r e s p o n d e n c e to th e M

a in e

Wintered Well.
W

ood s.]

R a n g e l e y , Apr. 9, 1902.

The prospect for an early departure
of the ice is not so good as it was a
week ago. Several snowy and cool days
with cold nights has changed the minds
of many who were expecting to see the
lakes clear before May 1. The opinion
was quite generally expressed on the
first of the week that it would not go
out much earlier than usual.
The record of the last twenty years
shows that the ice has gone out from
April 30th to May 20th, and averages to
go between the 10th and 11th of May.
This year it will be an early date but
just how early remains yet to be
learned.
There are yet 20 inches of
good blue ice in the main body, though
around the shores the bare ground and
shoal water has cleared quite a margin.
Haley pond looks to be about as firm as
ever and this body is always clear about
one week earlier than are the lakes.
Ho green grass has yet put in an ap
pearance and the angleworm hunter has
not yet been thought of. The birds
alone seem to be confident that all is
well and springtime near. Sparrows,
robins, blackbirds and nearly all our na
tive birds are about and seem content
with everything even if the ice is not
out.
_________

D e a d R iv e r , April 7, 1902.

To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
In your issue of March 28 I note a let
ter from Mr. H. II. Wright of Ohio in fa
vor of taxing nonresident and resident
hunters. How of course I do not know
in wliat part of Maine Mr. Wright does
his hunting and makes his observations,
but I do wish to say that, as far as the
Dead River valley hunting region is con
cerned, he is way off in his statement
that game is soon to be extinct.
It is no good crying out that the big
game in Maine is fast fading away. We,
the residents, know to the contrary.
We who have business that calls us into
the woods, at nearly all seasons of the
year, know that deer are steadily increas
ing. As for lumber camp owners sup
plying their crews with venison through
the winter, and the natives living on it
through the summer, it seems to be a
strong statement for a man to make un
less he can not prove it to be true.
How in regard to the pelt buyer that Mr.
Wright would like to send down to
Maine after spotted pelts and other
proofs of illegal shooting of game, I
am afiaid if he (the pelt buyer) worked
on a commission, that he would get hun
gry on Dead River as nearly every man
you meet is a registered guide, who ful
ly appreciates the importance of keeping
this game. We can see with half an eye
that when the big game of this "tate is
gone, it is goodby Mr. Sportsman for he
will go to other places and employ other
guides or “ leeches” to work for him.
But, my sporting friends, don’ t tear
your hair, or believe for a moment that
the big game in Maine is a back number
for it is not so. Moose are increasing,
and deer —my soul, they never were so
thick as they are today.
Owing to the open winter just passed
all game has wintered well. In other
words, they are fat this spring. I saw
six large deer in a back field on the 26tn
of last month, they were as fat and
sleek as otters. As the wind was in my
favor I walked nearly up to them before
they started to trot away, another evi
dence, by the way, that there had been
no snow hunting among them the past
season.
Perhaps in some localities,
guides are not what they should be, but
take them as a class, I believe they are
doing all in their power to make the
hunting and fishing industries a success
and a benefit to all concerned.
In my opinion, if you should tax non
residents $25 and residents $15 as Mr.
Wright suggests, it would stop hunting
in Maine to a great extent. If that
should be the case where are the pro
ceeds coming from to pay the “ good
game wardens” he speaks of? I tell yon?
Mr. Editor, this license in question is all
wrong and if we get it, the people will
awake to the fact, at no distant day, that
they have more game than they can sup.
ply with “ garden sass” in summer, and
boughs in winter and—no sportsmen to
shoot them.
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Shot Shells Loaded to Order._ _

To get a tame moose. Anyone having such
M A R L I N .
fnr qm1P ildflTPQS
32 Calibre High Pressure Smokeless
Maine Woods Information bureau .
Phillips, Me.
IN MODEL 1893.
We are prepared to furnish our full
D o e :s o f a ll k i n d s F o r S a l e .
line of Model ’93 rifles, solid and
take-down,
for the new .32 calibre
Pigeons, Belgian Hares and Ferrets.
High Pressure Smokeless car
tridge. This size uses a 165 grain
Send 6c for catalogue.
L A N D IS ,
bullet and has a velocity of over 2000
Box W , Bovvers S ta., Pa.
feet pir second, making it the most
powerful cartridge made for an Amer
ican arm, with the exception of the
.30-40 U S. Army. It is sufficiently
We offer
deadly for any game known in
North America.
Another great advantage is that
the barrels are bored and rifled (but
not chambered) exactly the same as
the regular 32-40 Marlin, one turn
in 16 inches. This makes the use of
black powder and lead bullets as sat
in the R A N G E L E Y
isfactory and convenient as in a regu
lar black powder rifle.
L A K E S REGIO N
This size Is the first high pressure
arm developed in this country for a
calibre larger than .30, and the first
upon term s to suit. The
to use a slow enough twist to give
best results with black powder am
locations are very desirable,
munition.
E.
M aps o f the territo ry and
Prices same as .30-30 Marlin.
120-page complete catalog of rifles,
plans ol the property in
shotguns, ammunition, etc., cover in O O O o o .
o
9 colors, mailed for 3 stamps.
question will be sent free, The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn. o

Du Pont’s
Gunpowder
AND

Smokeless
Powder

Cottage Lots

For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For sale by

J. C. Corson,

Wilton, Me.

I. D U P O N T de N E M O U R S & CO., W ilm ington, Delaware.
•ooOOO
0
o

•o o O O O O O O o o .

upon application to the

R A N G E L E Y CO TTAG E CO.
J.

W. B r a c k e t t , Agent,
Phillips, Maine.

ENDORSES TAX IDEA.
Says $15 Would Be a Reasonable
Amount to Pay.
Game Will Be Thing of the Past
Unless WTe Put On Tax.
G a r d in e r , Apr. 9, 1902.

GAMELANDS

MAraE'

Nassau Fress, Richmond Hill,

. .

W .

C.

TAYLO R

&

— M ANU FACTU RERS

C O M P A N Y ,

. .

OF—

Ash and Spruce Oars, Spoon Oars, Batteau Oars,
M i s s Fly R o d , E d G r a n t ,
Canoe Paddles, Driving Paddles and Poles ol all kinds.
Paddles made to order from your own patterns at reasonable prices.
3nd the other guides say that one of Hesccck & At
wood’s New Green Hunting Suits prevent accidental
^
ORONO, . . . .
MAINE.
g
o
shooting and will increase your chances for securing o
O
game. Suits made in all styles from green and O O O o o . . - ------------------------------------------ .ooOOOOOOoo-------------------------------------------- *00000
shades of gray. Hunting shirts, ladies skirts, shirt
waists, camping blankets, sleeping bags and cloth
sold by the yard. Let us correspond with you.
HESCOCK & ATWOOD,
Phillips, Maine.

The Buckley Patent

H. M . B A R R E T T , W eld , M e.
Builder of FINR CEDAR BOATS.
J@^“ Write for price list and descriptive
Catalogue.
E. S. T W A D D L E ,
BOATS AND CANOES, Berry Mills, Me.

Safety Watertube Boiler.
The largest number of square feet Heating Surface
in the same number of cubic feet inside Jackets.
Perfect Circulation. Abundant Steam Room. Can
be built to conform to room 1n Boat. No left-hand
threads in this Boiler. Send for Catalogue to

Rochester Machine Tool Works,

To the Editor of the Maine Woods',
E. M. W H ITE,
OLD TO W N , ME.
MANUFACTURER OF
I have read the strictures on and en
BUILDERS OF
dorsements of the “ hunting tax,” so
FINE C A N V A S C A N O E S ,
The guides must look out for the re
A
c
m
e
M arin e E n gin es,
made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im
called, and want to add my hearty en perfections
newal of their certificates for this year.
and second to none in the market. A)
No. n Center S t., Rochester, N. Y.
dorsement of the proposed law making sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be mad<
Ho notice will be sent them by the com
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles
it obligatory for every man who hunts chairs, etc.
missioners that the matter needs atten
in
Maine
to
pay
a
reasonable
and
just
tion as the old one bears sufficient evi
tax for such privileges. I have hunted
“ S u p erior” M arin e G a solin e E n g in e
dence of the fact.
many years in Maine and expect to as
Acted in a U S. Lifeboat is told in an interesting article by
The new hotel now under construc
First practical Folding Canvas Boat made.
long as I am able. I have never brought
Lieut. C. H. McLellan. Mailed on request. If in need of
Adopted by U. S. Gov. can carry in a bag on
this kind of power a little talk between us may do you
tion by Capt. F. C. Baiker at Sandy
a deer to my home that has cost me less
shoulders. Prices from $15 to $50. Write for
good. We build all sizes, % to 30 H. P. single, double and
illustrated catalogue.
Point will be quite a place when he has
than $50 and often more. Sometimes
triple cylinders. Write for catalogue.
OSGOOD FOLDING BOAT COMPANY,
completed his plans. The main build
I have returned empty handed, but left
Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.
ing is 35x80 feet, and two and a half sto
LAKE
SHORE
EN GIN E
W O RK S,
my money cheerfully for the pleasure
ries high. The first floor is occupied by
and profit I derived. As to the claim
Marquette,
Michigan.
the office, parlors, dining room and
’ twill reduce our revenue, it is all bosh.
other public apartments, while on the
Any man who has the spirit and love of
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., New York.;
two floors above are the sleeping rooms.
a hunter or fisherman will not stay away
CANOES, BOATS. CEDAR—CANVAS COVERED.
“ The first industrial advertising ever
The ell is 35x45 feet and the second
because he has to pay $15 for the Models for sportsmen, pleasure paddling and for salt
done of Maine was by a little 24-page
water use. Thorough construction. Various prices.
floor may have some apartments suited
amount of pleasure obtained. Men, and Send for catalogue. ROBERTSON & OLD TOWN Lumberer Rolled Against Com pamphlet which I had printed way back
to the guests. There will be log cabins
in the seventies, soon after I had re
women now,
come for recreation. CANOE CO., 11 Middle St., Old Town, Maine.
ceived the appointment as general
built from time to time as the demand
panion and Was Waked.
Maine affords the means to obtain it in
ticket agent of the Maine Cential,” te
for them increases and we may look for
her boundless forests, her numerous W o o d and B am boo Rods
says. “ It gave a brief description of
ward to another little city of them in
lakes, rivers and streams and the fish made to order and repaired.
the state, a list of hotels and a list of
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood Thought Ghost Tree Was Shaking special rates for summer tours, aud lOOfl
the future. There is a spring of water
and game form their share of attraction
Rod and Split Bamboo.
copies were issued. This was reissued *’
on higher ground which will furnish
and add to the interest and advantage to
the Hovel.
each year until in 1882 it had grt wn to
E . T .
H O A R ,
running water for the house.
The
health and pleasure.
(Written for the Maine Woods.)
36 pages and had a circulation of 5000 |
whole plan when carried out will in
All the other states have shown their R a n g e l e y ,
M ain e.
It was late last fall when the lumber copies. From this germ has grown the
clude an up to date hotel. The Captain
conservative wisdom by imposing suit
men went into the woods on the Tobi advertising bureau of the general pas
senger department, which issues each
informs us that he expects td have it
Hand M ade
able laws to preserve their game from
que river. Here they took possession year a separate publication devoted to
ready for guests by the middle of July.
Trout and
such as come to Maine every year from
of the camps they occupied the winter the Maine coast, another to the White
S a l m o n F l i e s a before.
distant states bringing their own tents,
These camps are constructed mountains, another to Maine woods and
Capt. E. F. Coburn of Middledam has
Double Snell and Hock,
provision, etc., then have the gall to oc
of
logs
with
two berths on either side lakes, each containing about 100 pages,
Best
wearing
FLY
made.
made some quite extensive improve
4x8 inches, with an edition of 10,000 to
cupy a hotel office and eat of the food
flRS. H. H. DILL, Rangeley, flalne.
extending the whole length of the 30.000 of each one per year. We also
ments the past winter. He has built a
they brought from their western home.
structure. They are placed one above issue a monthly magazine, The Maine
new kitchen and guides’ room, and en
A company of thirty-five, I think, though
the other, the first one being about Central, with a circulation of 10,000 to
R oa d
M a p s . . .
larged both the guests’ dining room and
30.000 and 20 to 50 pages monthly,
I may possibly be wrong as to numbersof New England, New Jersey and New York eighteen inches from the ground. The which goes to all parts of this country,
office. The dining room now has seat
from Indiana, I believe, did that same
by districts, 25c and 50c. Handsomely col bottom is covered with small poles and and to Americans in many foreign cities.
ing capacity for 90 people and the office
ored. Roads and points of interest shown
thing in the Armstrong house at JackOf dealers or by mail. Send for descriptive on this is placed fir houghs, then two We now have in contemplation the ad
is extended to twice its former size and
catalogue.
man last year and when they found
vertising of Maine’s ‘abandoned’ farms
camp spreads and the bed is complete.
has a large open fireplace. An addition,
as desirable places for those who wish
some trouble in getting their game taken GEO. H. WALKER & CO., Lithographers,
It
was
in
one
of
the
lower
berths
that
Harconrt Street, Boston.
containing a post office and men’ s wash
to establish a permanent summer home.
on the Canadian Pacific railway were
a Mr. Thompson, a friend of the writer, These farms were not abandored
room, has been butlt which will be
very indignant. A gentleman from Bos
chanced to sleep. Just outside the because they were unproductive, but
appreciated by all.
ton offered them $35 for their deer which
E. A . S a m p s o n .
L ive B r o o k T R O U T .
camp
was a large birch tree, which, because of the alluring ciy of the cities
The five-mile buckboard road from
Delivered anywhere in New England,
they indignantly refused with the re
when
the wind blew, would groan. and of the big farms of the west. The
New York or New Jersey In good con
the hotel to Sunday cove is in better
prominence which Maine men have
mark “ Why man dear! those deer are
dition Orders should be placed early
Every little while Thompson would com attained in national affairs l as done
Redington Camps and Cottages. worth $120 in Detroit, Michigan, mar
to insure best attention.
condition than usual. This road has
plain about the berth rising up and roll much to make her name well known.
PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT COMPANY,
always been a terror and is the oldest
The fishermen and hunters who visit ket.” They did not contribute a dollar
Plymouth,
Mass.
ing him over against the man next to There are hundreds of ways in which
buckboard road in the Rangeley region. Redington this season will be cared for to the wealth of the state, but impover O O O o o . . -••0 0 OO
him, who in turn would punch him in publicity has been obtained, but it
Last summer there was $400 worth of by Mr. J. F. Hough, who will have the ished it to the extent of quite a large
seems to me that one of the best ways
the ribs and demand more room. to advertise Maine or any other state is
work laid out on it and this year the camp and cottages. Mr. Hough is a number of deer.
Thompson
swore
that
the
root
of
that
for its people to have faith in it and
same amount will be used to improve it. lover of the sport himself, and knows
They further stated that there were
ghostly tree ran in under where he slept talk it on all occasions, socially, in busijust what others want. He is thorough 1200 hunters who came from Indiana (if
individually and collectively.
and that when the wind blew it dis ness,
Umbagog lake is beginning to share ly acquainted with the entire territory
Maine has unquestionably more to do
that was tneir state) into Maine to hunt
in the popularity of the Rangeley region there, and will take pride in giving all
with multiplying Reels. turbed his bed and said that if the boss j with the entertainment of the rest of
last year. If the number at Jackman
You will have none did not cut it down he would leave. So ; the world than any other state in the
owing to the new cottages which have his visitors the best at his command.
with ouis. No gear
represented fairly the entire crowd,
wheels to get out of or the tree was felled. That night he j Union.”
been built on its shores during the past
Beautiful scenery may be enjoyed at what are we to expect of the continu
der, winds to line as
In this same issue Mr. Charles A.
few years. This summer there will be a Redington, and the nicest of spring wa
fast as a multiplier. On found himself rolled against the other
ance of game increase?
Simply slaugh
ly
two parts: The man as usual.
Hill, of the new Belgrade, tells some of
new steamer put on the lake. It will be ter will always be for the use of guests.
"ALL RIGHT”
Frame and Spool.
ter and extermination. How while I
Thompson said this had gone far the valuable things he has learned about 3
51 feet long and 9£ feet beam. It is This water, by the way, is not devoid of
Another useful article, a
did
not
personally
see
this
crowd
of
game
“
HARRIMAC”
Land,
enough
and as he had no excuse to offer the New York Sunday papars as medi
being built in Portland.
medicinal properties. This has been hogs a gentleman whom they conversed ing Net, Ring and Staff
All Dealers sell these.
he concluded to investigate aud see ums for advertising hotels, while the
sent away to city friends who testify to with and to whom they made these
Send for catalogue to
what was under that particular part of editor of M a in e W oods finds that some
The Rangeley Lakes Guides’ associa
good results they receive from its use.
statements told me. Indiana has a li
tion has received 50,000 salmon spawn
the berth. The next morning, which remarks made at the recent Sportsmen’s
The great attraction at Redington is cense fee of $25 —Maine none, therefore
from the state hatchery.
was Sunday, after the crew got up, he show at Madison Square Garden have
the trout. “ Redington trout” are well they come to Maine to prey on our game
The annual meeting will be held on
dug the boughs back and pulled up the been embodied in type. There are also j
W A N T E D known to every visitor to this section and abuse the charity of the state. I
the evening of Tuesday, April 8.
poles. The mystery was soon explained. pertinent articles upon the Grand Union
and to their friends, for no one tries am not one of the rich ones, yet I am . . S p r u c e
C u m . . . First there appeared a huge black head Hotel, New York, the Hotel Capitola in
Capt. F. C. Barker went down the them without having to tell all his willing to pay for the grand privilege of Highest market price paid for good and a pair of paws, then a body and California, the Hotel Su-and at Atlantic
lake early Monday morning on the ice friends about them. They are an avari hunting and fishing. I was born in gum. Correspond with the
then a stampede took place among the .City and upon the advertising methods
with some of his help, Tim Scannell and cious, notional, peculiar and gamy set. Maine and expect to die here and I have
men. A black bear weighing about 400 of some of the large English liostelries. i
If they want to rise to the fly they do it a pride and interest in our state and only
M a in e C u id e s Assent,
wife and Mrs. Clara Smith.
pounds crawled out over the deacon The number contains 80 pages and is
172 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
with a vengeance. They have a flavor ask that alien citizens who enjoy the
seat and in less than a minute was mon one that should be read by every hotel
Rol York, who has been attending and color that are all their own.
good things it has to offer, be compelled
arch of all he surveyed. He did not man in the state of Maine who is inter- j
the Sportsmen’s show in Hew York, lost
Salmon on Exhibition.
to pay the same reasonable tax that I
feel clever as they had unroofed his den ested in the matter of attracting people
a toe while there. He cut it before
would have imposed on our own citi
to his house.
Ice In Lake Webb.
There was an exhibition of three and had waked him up.
starting and it was supposed to be g e f
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.1 zens. I have seen enough during my an plump Penobscot river salmon at Pick
Outside
the
camp
a
council
was
going
Printers’ Ink is now edited by Mr.
ting along nicely, but a telegram was
nual trips into our Maine woods to con ett’s market Monday. They were the on, whether to kill him or capture him Charles J. Zingg, who was formerly the
W e e d , Apr. 8, 1902.
received Monday morning, summoning
Ice in Lake Webb is showing signs of vince me that unless we have a tax on first ones taken from the river and at alive. The latter plan was agreed to representative of the Associated Press
his son there, as they feared blood
poison had set it.
breaking up. Around the shores and hunters our game will soon be a thing tracted a good deal of attention. They aud the boss with Thompson helped at Farmington and who is well known
D. E. H e yw o o d .
mouths of the brooks it is all open of the past and this delightful sport weighed 20 pounds each. One fish was lasso him. They chained Bruin in the in Phillips, Farmington and this entire
water.
cease, and the revenue which is now de sold to W. L. Daggett of Portland and dingle where he made it lively for the district. About two years ago he went
Shot Four Foxes.
Various opinions are expressed as to rived from our game and fish, forever was served Tuesday at the Congress cook’ s dog. Tbe next day they shot to New York City and became connected
Mr. Austin Currier of Chesterville re the time it will leave the lake, ranging cut off.
W. P. G id d in g s , M. D.
him. He was shipped to St. John and with Geo. P. Rowell & Co. He is an
Square Hotel.
cently shot four foxes in one week.
from April 15 to the 25th.
from there to England. Thompson now advertising man of wide experience, as
rests in peace.
well as an able newspaper worker and
Fish In China Lake.
Chairman Carleton Going Abroad.
T he C ou n tr y P o s t m a st e r .
after serving in various capacities with
It’s
a
F a ct
the Rowell agency he was given edi
A few years ago Commissioner Stan
Chairman Carleton of the fish and
Bootliby Talks About torial charge of “ The Little Schoolgame commission proposes to take a ley of the fish and gamer commission Colonel
W M .
B A R T L E E T
&
S O N S
master in the Art of Advertising.’ .
three-months’ vacation the coming sum placed a small lot of smelt eggs in China
Hotel Advertising.
While Printers’ Ink has always been the
mer. At his own expense he will take a lake which he took from Sebago lake.
A rch er
h o o k s ,
All Maine people and every hotel man dean in its special field he has done
tRAOE
MARK.
trip to Europe and will visit Emgland, The eggs hatched and the fish multi
LEADERS,
France and Germany, where he will plied rapidly until there are now thou in the Pine Tree state, will be interested many things to improve it.
B ran d
FLIES,
study the systems of fish culture and sands of them in this Kennebec pond. in Colonel Boothby’ s talk about Maine
Lady Hunts Rabbits.
M IN N O W S
and
ARCH ER
SPIN N ER S,
the artificial stocking of waters there in During the past winter large numbers of Central advertising and that of the state
Miss Lura Gill of Chesterville brought
use. He will also examine very careful them have been caught, several of generally in the current number of
Will IIO O K and L A N D More F I S H than any other Tackle Manufacture!
ly the methods adopted by those coun- Jwhich weighed three-quarters of a Printers’ Ink (April 2), the bright little in a fine string of rabbits last Friday.
weekly advertising journal published by She is an enthusiastic sportswoman.
pound.
To be obtained of all dealers.
tries for the protection of game.

Osgood Folding Canvas Boat.

SLEPT WITH A BEAR.

You Have
Hail TrouMe

A. F, M e M M & B ll, ’C r ? ! 1'

M A IN E
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S .

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S .

♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

S P O R T S M E N ’S

WOODS,

S U P P L IE S .

A P R IL

II,

S P O R T S M E N ’S

A m m u n itio n

HORSE NOTES.

IF Y O U W A N T T O

Rifle, Revolver
Pistol and Cun.

BE

INFALLIBLE

If

(1902)

INFALLIBLE.

A S m o k e l e s s , R e a lly

They Hold the World’s Records.
Metallic
Cartridges
Loaded with the famous

Loaded Sh otgu n
Sh ells.

K in g ’s
S em i-S m o k eless
P ow der.

SH OOT
M

S m o k e le s s .

It S ets th e Pace and H as No E qu al.

With Smokeless, SemiSmokeless and Black
Powders. For Game or
Trap Shooting. They
are unequaled.

A complete line for all
styles of shooting.

Books fla ile d Free.
Handy Book F o r Sportsmen.
Semi-Smokeless Powder.

Riflem an’s Score Book.

Hints on

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE C O ., Cincinnati, Ohio.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER GO.,
New York.

Chicago.

A MINK STORY.
Went After

Water and Found

Animal at Spring.
and

Fell Over and

Crushed Mink to Death.

Denver.

Eastern Department 80 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK, T. H. Keller, Manager.

IS

THE
£ /

T A X I D E R M I S T S
TAXIDERMIST. Trout Hezzo the only ar
tistic method of mounting fish by which the
natural color is preserved. Work of every
description done iu the highest style of the
art. J. Waldo Nash , Haines Landing, Me.

SQUA PAN LAKE.
Favorite Resort For Vacationists

A correspondent of the Bridgton News
and Tourists.
fell in with the story-tellers the other
day and chronicles the following story
as told b / one of the number.
lias Been Well Stocked With
“ A good many years ago I bad a camp
Trout and Salmon.
in a sequestered spot near the bead of
[Special Correspondence to th e M a in e W o o d s .]
Highland lake, where during the sum
mer months I used to spend the pleas
P resqu e I sle , Apr. 8, 1902.
ant Sundays with a few chosen compan
Squa Pan lake lies within the triangle
ions. Two of us, as a general rule, went that lias Presque Isle, Masardis and
up in advance of the rest of the party, Ashland at the angles and the people of
and while we were waiting for them to eight towns depend on the lake for their
put in an appearance, got the Saturday fishing. It is a beautiful sheet of water,
night supper ready. A short distance between hills of hard wood growth, nine
from the camp was and still is a small miles long, with an average width of a
spring of cold water, as clear as a crys mile. Summer cottages have been built
tal. This particular night, of which I along both shores, and Hon. Thomas
am telling, it fell to my lot to bring the Phair has a fine naptha launch at his
water. Just as dusk wa3 coming on, I pretty cottage. Hon. Charles Daggett
took the water pail upon my arm and contemplates building near Mr. Phair’ s
started down the winding path toward the coming summer.
the spring. When I reached it, what
In 1890, largely through the efforts of
was my surprise to find the spring wa T. N. Ervine, 10,000 yearling landlocked
ter which was usually so clear, full of salmon were put into the lake. Later
sticks and mud. I stood perplexed, not j Judge George H. Smith was instrumenknowing what to do, for the moment. tal in letting loose 3,000 more. In 1898
Water we must have for our even meal, C. F. A. Phair and others secured 3,000
and I saw no way out of the dilemma from Greene Lake hatchery that were
but to bail the spring and let it fill
again.
“ A b ju t three sides of this spring was
a roughly built stone wall, the side to
ward the lake being left open in order
that the surplus water might pass off.
There was at this time just about a tub
full of water in the spriug, so 1 did not
have a long task before me. Standing
with one foot upon each side of the out
let, I was, with the aid of my large wa
ter pail, rapidly lowering the water,
when I thought I detected a slight noise
coming from among the rocks, sur
rounding the spring. I straightened up
and listened, but as it was not repeated,
I decided that it must have been caused
by the receding water, so I stooped to
my task again. A^s I did so a long black
head shot out from among the rocks al
most touching my cheek. I thought of
course that the head belonged to a large
water snake, and with a startled cry
jumped back. As I did so 1 tripped
TIM POND TROUT.
upon an upturned root and fell heavily
to the ground.
I lay there almost p u tin the same U ace- Mr. Phair se
stunned for a moment; I felt something cured 3,500 that were sent to Squa Pan
alive squirming under me. With the from the Caribou hatchery the present
thought of that huge head fresh in my winter. Mr. Phair expects 40,000 more
memory, jarred as I was, it did not take from Greene lake the coming autumn.
me long to get on my feet again, and The Caribou hatchery has contributed
there where I had fallen lay a huge 12,000 or 15,000 trout and salmon since
mink in the last throes of death.
1S90 and there are hopes of more next
“ 1 can’t account for the presence of fall.
this animal there in any other manner
The outlet has volume enough to run
than that he was the owner of the head two mills, while the brooks entering the
which had so startled me, and that ter lake are not numerous, , showing that
ribly frightened himself, he had darted springs abound. The bottom is rocky
out of the outlet of the spring between and the water attains a depth of 30 feet,
my legs and had been caught and pinned just an ideal home for trout and salmon.
to tlia ground by my fall,”
Smelts were put in with the first lot of
salmon and they are at the present time
very numerous.
Cbiven Iu Summer.
There is a snug little hotel at the head
A S. Pratt of Phillips, who is well
known all over New England as a suc of the lake, kept by Walker & Garding,
cessful painter of outdoor scenes, is also where oue can secure good quarters,
something of an angler. Mr. Pratt read boats and guides.
An analysis of the water was made by
the statement by Mr. Wheeler in last
week’s M a in e W oods to the effect that the state hoard of health in 1899 and
chiven are only taken in Franklin county with total solids of three gallons in one
from Clear Water pond in winter and he hundred thousand, only one-half of that
It is the best lake water in
wants to offer an amendment. He says was lime.
he has taken the genuine chiven from Aroostook for drinking purposes, with
(Sweet’ s pond in New Vineyard in sum out a doubt.
mer while fishing for togue.
We would be glad to print communi
Tempting the Fishermen.
cations in regard to the chiven.
Down at Tunk pond the excellen
fishing is tempting Massachusetts fish
A New Paradise.
ermen, beside local ones. A party from
The peninsula of Petit Manan is to be Boston, who had been at the pond for
transformed into a sportsman’s paradise. three days, returned Monday taking
A clubhouse is to be built there and the 12 salmon, the largest weighing 13^
hunting and fishing interests are to be pounds.
Next week a distinguished
fostered. It is the plan of the promo company of anglers are expected from
ters to have this a place where profes the Bay state to include well-known
sional men may go and enjoy nature. business and professional men, who us
The peninsula is across the bay from ually make an annual sojourn at Tunk
Bar Harbor.
camp.

Nights Make the

Time

Bather Uncertain.

FOR —

(LIVE BIRDS AND TARGETS.)

Stumbled

ICE GOING OUT.

S U P P L IE S .
Cold

'

Grand American Handicaps, 1901,
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L. & R. S H O R E L E S S W O N
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BRAND
OF

AM M U N ITIO N
W h ic H H as a tta in e d P o p u la r ity

ip

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .
M anufactured

by

U N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O .,
LOW ELL,

'LAMB” IN SUMMER.

M A SS.,

JJ.

S.

A.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Guides Should Not Shoot Game Lady Captures First Trout of the
Season.
For Others.
Tax Guides and Hotel Men In- Early Fishing Not Without Its
stead of Sportsmen.
Disadvantages.
Solon , Apr. 8, 1902.
T o th e E d i t o r o f th e M a i n e W o o d s :

As you have asked for opinions iu re
gard to the game protection may I give
my conclusions based on observation of
camp life? I do not favor taxing non
residents. It will keep away many peo
ple who save eleven months a year that
they may have two weeks in Maine’s
health-giving woods. They are paying
now all they can really afford to.
I believe that Mr. Carleton’s plan of
refusing a guide’s or camp proprietor’ s
license to unreliable parties will be a
good help to our game interests.
It is a standing joke, in some camps
that “ lamb” in close time is nothing
more or less than venison. Of coarse
the guests eat it, wink and say nothing
but order “ lamb” next meal. And
what’ s your idea of a guide, who prom-

[S p e cia l c o r r e s p o n d e n c e to th e M a in e W

Opinions Received Upon This Fa
vorite Subject of Discussion.

Allen, a dark bay stallion, by Nelson
dam, Redora, by Redwood, is the prop
erty of D. M. Allen of Jay. Allen is
six years old, stands 16.1 and weighs
1200 pounds. He is square gaited and
can take a sulky along at a good rate of
speed.

In reply to the inquiry sent out last
week by M a in e W oods as to when the
Tom Austin of Farmington has a
ice will leave Rangeley lake, Lake Webb
and Moosehead lake, we have received 9-months-old filly well broken to har
ness. This little lady is a bright bay,
the following letters;
with black points and star in forehead.
She will undoubtedly develop some
Bather Uncertain.
speed for she has fine action and an easy
Rangeley, Apr. 8, 1902.
way of going. Her sire was Gold Coin,
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
by Alclayone; dam, Gladys Wilkes, by
A guess at the time when the ice will Allectus.
leave Rangeley lake is very uncertain at
this date for it is freezing nights at the
present time and it is hard to guess how
long this cold weather will continue. GOOD FISHING AT SEBAGO.
However, I guess the ice will leave this
lake April 28.
H. W. Hoar.

Scores of Boats Out and a Great
Many Fish Taken.

Not Till May.
Phillips, April 8, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
The ice will leave Rangeley lake May
10.
Margaret Kempton.

[S p e cia l c o r re sp o n d e n c e to th e M
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o o d s .]

Fishing Brisk at Cobbossee.

o o d s .]

W in t h r o p , Apr. 8, 1902.
All the lakes in this section are clear
of iGe and it now only remains for the
sportsmen to enjoy themselves, beguil
ing away the time in the anticipation of
that bite which they have been waiting
for. But it is rather cold fun sitting in
a boat out in the middle of a lake with
the wind blowing furiously, water mud
dy, and to come home with the thought
of just one little bite in response to an
all day’s trip.
’ Twas ever thus with the early fishing,
but it will not always he so. As soon as
the water clears and some warm
weather changes the atmosphere to a
more pleasing condition, then look out
for some big catches. Quite a number
of the local fishermen were out on Lake
MaraDocook last week but the condi-

a in e

Apr. 8,1902.
Fishing in Sebago lake is excellent
this spring and is participated in by a
great many.
Phillips, April 8, 1902.
Saturday morning, before breakfast,
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Mr. W. A Darrah of Portland caught
I think Rangeley lake will be free two good ones.
from ice on May 7. Wesley Kempton.
A party from Portland, consisting of
Messrs. E. J. Cheney, J. Putnam Stev
Phillips, April 8, 1902.
ens, C. P. Stevens, Chas. S Foss. Clin
ton Foss and J. H. Pierce, have been
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I will set the date for the ice to leave fishing here with good success. Mr.
Rar geley lake May 13.
Cheney and Mr. Foss caught six salmon
Ella Kempton.
that weighed 45 pounds, the largest be
ing a 104-pounder.
Phillips, April 8, 1802.
Mr. L. B. Nason of South Casco took
three fine salmon from Kettle cove.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I think the ice will leave Rangeley One of them weighed 9% pounds.
lake May 3.
Gustie Kempton.
It is thought that at least 150 fish
have been caught here since Sunday.
At tim es as mauy as 100 boats are on the
All In April.
lake. The water is a little cold for the
Lewiston, Apr. 8, 1902.
best fishing, but when it warms up a
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
little the fish will bite even better.
The ice will leave Rangeley lake April
17 between 5 and 12 p. m .; Lake Webb,
April 15, between 6 and 12 p. m. and
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mooseliead, April 21, between 9 and 12
Mt.
Kineo
House, Kineo, Me.
p. m.
Seth Chandler.
Tame moose wanted.
Chase Brook Farm, North Monmouth
Late In April.
Me.
Welfb, Apr. 8, 1902.
Rangeley Lake House.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Dogs for sale.
I set the date for the ice to leave Lake
Webb for April 25.
Daniel E. Holt.
S outh C a sc o ,

Still Later.
Webb, Apr. 8, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods,
I think the ice will go out of Lake
Webb April 27.
John Lidston.

April 20 to May 1.
Rangeley, April 9, 1902.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I read your item in M a in e W oods
giving your subscribers a chance to
guess on the ice going out of Rangeley,
Moosehead and Lake Webb. I guess
the ice will go out of Rangeley lake May
1; Moosehead, April 25; Webb lake,
April 20.
Mrs. M. E. Clark.

April 25.
RaDgeley, April 9, 1902.

The fishing at Cobbossee is starting
in quite brisk. At the outlet a number
of good fish have been taken. John
Merrill took out Michael McDonald and
Charles Faulkner of Gardiner, and they
caught three good ones, the largest
weighing 3 pounds. Tom Jones guided
A. W. Cunningham of Gardiner to a
spot where he got two beauties, the
largest of which weighed 2f pounds.
Guide Mason was out with Frank H.
Woodbury and Bert Tasker of Gardiner,
Thursday, and they captured four fine
trout and later they got one which
weighed 31 ponnds. The ice went out
so much earlier than was anticipated
that the fishermen were not really ready
to start in.

To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I will make a guess on the time that
the ice will go out of Rangeley lake,
guess it will go out the 25th of April.
Fred Raymond.

FO R
*$* SALE.

M a in e W oods makes the same offer
for another week. To the one guessing
nearest to when the ice will leave either
Rangeley or Moosehead lakes or Lake
Webb will receive M a in e W oods for a
The famous Knowlton Soda and
year. This is entirely separate from the
one made last week. Opinions must be Sulphur Springs. Situated in South
received at this office not later than
Strong, Maine, about three mile*
Wednesday night, April 16. ~

from the picturesque little village ol

AT THE HOSPITAL.
R.

Strong.
The water from these springs is of

S. York Undergoes Surgical
exceptional purity and contains un
Operation In New York.

[S p e c ia l C o r re sp o n d e n c e t o the M

a in e

W

usual medicinal properties. A sure
cure for Dyspepsia, Piles, Stomach,

o o d s .]

R a n g e l e y , Apr. 10, 1902.
The friends of Mr. R. S. York, pro Liver and Kidney Troubles.
prietor of Loon Lake Camps, will be
For circulars, analysis, testimoni
pained to learn of Ills misfortune in New
York. Word was received here yester als and any further information, ad
day that he was taken to the hospital dress,
there and his leg taken off at the knee.
He was reported as very low.

J. B . K N O W L T O N ,
A 20-Pounder.
THE LUCK.—From Outing

ises to “ protect the game interests to
the ^best of his knowledge” (that isn’ t
the exact wording of a guide’s license
but it’s the meaning) that will shoot as
many deer as he can find owners for? I
think he is too. mean to lug a pack or
camp out. He needs educating in some
things, especially in how to obey the
laws.

tions are not quite ripe for a successful
day’ s outing.
“ There is no reason why the fishing
in this vicinity will not be first-class,”
says one of our local sportsmen. “ Now
take the ‘Narrows,’ some big fish were
taken from those waters last year.’
Arthur Briggs got a big salmon and sev
eral people got some fine trout, and it is
expected that more will follow the com
___
ing season.

I would also place the fee for a license
Work has begun pealing poles for the
to guide at $2 instead of $1, and tax electric road and it is expected that
camp proprietors in proportion to the work will begin in good earnest this
week, all along the line. Fifty Italians
size of their camps.
B a it R od .

Spring Lake Prospects.
[S p e c ia l co r r e s p o n d e n c e to th e M A IN E W O O D S .]

F l a g s t a f f , Apr. 7, 1902.

will occupy the old Emerson Briggs
house, near Fred Bearce’s, while work
ing on the road.
______
Miss Dolly Wood captured the first
trout of the season last Saturday.

The prospect for the early fishermen
The lake is dotted with many boats
at Spring Lake is good. The camps and it begins to look like summer once
again.
H. R. J a c k s o n .
will be opened May 1.

The first salmon of the season was
captured by A. H. Whitmore of Verona
on Saturday.
It wss a 20-pounder.
Comparatively few of the weirs are
down as yet.

Proprietor,
STRONG,

M AINE.

If you want to know where to get good

m

,

f is h in g

or desire circulars, descriptive matter or information
regarding Hotels or Camps in M A IN E ’S F IS H IN G
or H U N T IN G R E G IO N S .

Address

Maine W o o d s Information Bureau
Phillips,

-

-

-

Maine.
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4
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See that the tools are all in order be will keep the stock in the enclosure bet
Notes From West Phillips.
fore commencing spring work. This ter and is not so much of an eyesore as
J. E. Holman is busy yet on repairs
will save time and bother in the rush of an old tumble-down stone wall.
at his mill. He lias this week built a
[Our friends are requested to contri the planting season.
furnace for burning the sawdust.
At
the
Union
church
Rev.
J.
B.
P ublish ed W eek ly a t P h illip s, fie
Good crop3 or potatoes may be raised Moores & Son are doing the mason
Ranger took for the text for his sermon bute to this column.]
Keep the cattle and colts at the barn
work. He expects to start the mill next
until the ground is sufficiently firm to by putting the manure in the hill but week.
Boston Office, m 7 Summer Street, W. Wal Rev. iii, 18: “ I counsel thee to buy of
the tubers are much more liable to be
hold
them
up.
It
is
of
great
damage,
lace Waugh, manager.
me gold tried in the fire, that thou
Mr. Ansel Dill reports that his 26 hens
scabby than when the dressing is spread
Various rumors have been circulated
mayest be rich; and white raiment, that laid in the month of March 516 eggs. even to the pastures, to have them upon the ground and well harrowed in. in regard to the mill changing owners,
podged
full
of
holes
in
the
early
spring,
«*w s of the North flalne W oods
A
little
phosphate
may
be
put
in
the
hill
but Mr. Holman will carry on business
thou mayest be clothed, and that the From Jan. 1st to April 1st the same besides the great liability of breaking
as usual and saw the lumber, between
and Country.
shame of thy nakedness do not appear; number of hens produced 963. There is the legs of the animals that are allowed with good results.
•three and four million, that is now at
and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, money in raising poultry if conducted to run at large.
Advance Subscription Rates.
Look out for the borers in the young the mill.
One ....................................................... $1.00 that thou mayest see.”
intelligently.
fruit trees. Probably more trees have
The wheels of time have moved ahead
Six Months,....................................................50
When the maple leaves get as big as a been destroyed by tlie*e pests than from one notch. It seems like May.
It is thought by some that John, the
Three M onths,..............................................25 disciple of Jesus, was banished to the
Fred H. Webster of Farmington has mouse’s ear and the bobolinks come it all other causes combined. And yet,
A large crew of men are at work on
Single Copies.................................................. 3c
paid out to farmers of Franklin county is time to p'ant corn, but it is best to when trees are set out, they should re the roads in this place and the almost
Subscription price when not paid within island of Patmos about the year 90 by
wait until the bobolinks’ throat has time ceive proper care and attention all along
this
past
fall
and
winter
$50,000
for
ap
impassable roads are fast changing into
the emperor, Domitian. Others place
three months, $1.50 a year.
to become a little hoarse before the to insure the best results.
passable highways.
his banishment at an earlier date during ples. He does a Urge horse business, sweet corn planting begins.
Credit for remittance on subscriptions is
Mr. Lockhart is moving out of the
too. Last Monday he sold five heavy
given on yellow slip on paper. If this is not the reign of Nero. Whicli of these
Nothing will keep up the fertility of woods into the Chas. Guile bouse and
Bring up some of the potatoes from
correct notify the Maine Woods. We do not views is correct is of little importance; horse*. He keeps his horses at the vil
the farm like a herd of dairy cows. A will employ his teams hauliug lumber
mail receipts.
lage instead of at the farm as formerly. the bins before planting time to see if D. Graffam’ s farm in Phillips will prove from Holman’s mill to Madrid station, i
Tae Maine Woods is glad to receive com but the fact that while these messages
the
sprouts
start
out
all
right.
Some
munications from its readers upon topics or were given him to deliver to the He sold 200 horses last year.
G. L. Kempton and family saw a deer
times they are chilled in the cellar and this assertion, as nothing but cows has
public interest, but the name of the author
in this case will not grow, so it is better been kept on this farm for many years, one day last week. He called round to
must in all instances accompany the commun churches then established in Asia, mes
except
enough
horses
to
do
the
work.
ication, not necessarily for publication, but
take a look at his old -haunts and not
to test them as you will then know
A Phillips Farmer.
sages which should be for counsel, for
The farm is very productive and cuts a seeing his old familiar landmarks lie
is a guarantee oi good faith.
whether or not they will germinate.
The Maine Woods does not hold itself re warning and for encouragement to all
large
amount
of
nice
hay.
Speaking of successful Phillips farm
went into the orchard on the
sponsible for, nor does it necessarily endorse
churches while time shall last, is of ers one might write a co’ umn of inter
____________
B o r d e r . -I
the views of its correspondents.
There are waste places on the farm
When ordering the address of your paper vital importance. We find in them com esting facts relative to the farming oper where the stones from the mowing fields
Try
Chamberlain’
s
Stomach
&
Liver
changed, please give the old as well as new
Stops the Cough
mendation and also reproof. The wel ations of C. O. Dill. Mr. Dill cuts about may be dumped. Building stone wall is Tablets, the best physic. For sale by
address.
and Works off the Cold.
Remember that the publisher must be fare of these churches was so dear to 75 tons of hay and fills a sil) each year not so mfTch in vogue now as it used to W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whit
be. A good board or wire fence is much ney, Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong and Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
notified by letter when a subscriber wishes
his paper stopped. All arrearages must be the writer that he did not fail to tell with other fodder. For this he raised more cheaply built and maintained, it L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
in one day. No cute, no Pay. Price 25 cents.
paid.
them of the sins which were hindering last season four acres of western and
The price of $1.00 per year for the Maine
WOODS applies only to subscriptions paid in ad their progress in the Christian life. In common yellow corn. From this crop 1
vance. All arrearages must be paid at the rate the church of Laodicea the temptation
he hauled 80 loads—about 70 ton s—to
of $1.50 a year. Do not expect any deviation
before which some had fallen was that
from this rule.
the silo. In addition to this he raised
of love of riches.
J. W. BRACKETT, Publisher.
You know that in life we measure one acre of corn for ordinary use and
things according to the standaid of our 125 bushels of potatoes, not to mention
The Edition o f Maine Woods desires. For example: You wish to small crops, garden truck, etc. The silo
purchase a horse. One is shown you
which is a beautiful animal, but you is inside the barn aod is 14x10)4 feet.
This Week is 4,800.
wish a horse for the family carriage and l Mr. Dill is a practical believer in la
the safety of wife and children is of bor-saving farm implements. He uses j
utmost importance. You consider not in his farm operations one mowing ma- j
FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 1902.
only the beauty of the animal but, be chine, one “ King of the Cornfield” j
fore that, its gentleness, its trustworthi planter, one “ American” harrow and a
Franklin County Officers.
ness, its endurance. In the purchase of threshing machine. With the latter he !
cuts his own silage, threshes his grain, j
Clerk of Courts—Byron M. Small, Farming- any article you consider its merits along
which he also grinds as wanted, and |
the
line
of
the
demands
that
will
be
ton.
saws all the wood needed for home use. j
County Attorney—Herbert S. Wing, King made upon it, and the standard' set for
With this horse power he also does con
measuring
its
worth
is
dependent
upon
field.
siderable of these kinds of work for his !
Judge of Probate—Josiah H. Thompson, your desires, If first of all you desire neighbors.
wealth, then all things will be measured
Farmington.
Mr. Dill keeps 21 head of cattle, 20 of j
Register of Probate—Frank W. Butler, by their power to contribute to increase
of riches. If fame and honor be the which are cows and heifers. He is also i
Farmington.
Register of Deeds—Charles F. Coburn goal sought, then whatever brings favor a breeder of Hereford and Durham 1
able notoriety will be approved. If stock, but sells his cream to the calves. !
Farmington.
Treasurer—Carleton P. Merrill, Farmington education and culture are what you Among these cattle are two registered
most wish to secure,- whatever aids in Herefords and one registered Durham,
Sheriff—James F. Worthley, Strong.
the latter being a 2-years-old Durham
Deputies—Alonzo Sylvester, Farmington; attaining that object is excellent.
According to these standards th it we bull.
Herman Sanborn, Wilton; A. J Merriman,
Jay; Heber H. Allen, Jay; Joseph A. Witham, set will be the selections of life. The
Mr. Dill and one of bis sons, 11 years
Weld; J. B Noble, Phillips; W B. Small, parent chooses for his children such as old, with the help of Mrs. Dill cut all
Kingfield; George M. Esty, Rangeley; James
H. Howes, New Sharon; Nelson Gould, Faim- sociates as will be examples of the char the hay last season aside from $7.50't
acter he wishes those children to bear. paid hired help. Mrs. Dill did nearly
ington.
County Commissioners—Daniel W. Berry If a boy has no higher thought of life all the raking, riding the Osborn rake,
chairman. Berry Mills: Isaac W. Greene, Cop- than to live easily, to derive from living and Seward, who is named for his welllin; George D. Clark, New Vineyard.
Terms of Supreme Judicial Court, the first such gratification of desires and appe known granduncle, drove the horses on
Tuesday of February, third Tuesday of May tites as he may, the choices that he the horse fork in unloading, beside do
and fourth Tuesday of September.
makes will not carry him to a higher ing some other work such as farmers’
Terms of Probate Court, the third Tuesday level of manhood. If his ideal gentle boys of his age can do. The chain gear
of each month
man be honest, true, pure minded and Adriance mower is used on this farm.
Regular sessions of County Commissioners
Court, last Tuesday of April and last Tuesday upright, he will be choosing those Much more of interest could be written
things which tend to produce a like if time and space allowed.
D. F. II.
of December.
character in himself.
The results of these standards of se
The Turner Centre creamery, with its
Making love, advertising, and suc lection are not hidden. Solomon, who
cess in life is like the principle of fly in his later life made the gratification of branch at Auburn, payB to the farmers
for their cream a half million dollars
fishing—persevere and change your fly. passion his standard of selection, going annually.
—Weir Mitchell.
to heathen peoples to take to himself
wives, and worshiping their heathen
The town of Turner has more cows
gods, saw in the reduced prosperity and
T he fishing has begun in good ear safety of his land the result of holding a within its borders than any other town j
in the state.
nest in different sections of the state, less exalted standard than that with
and reports of the catches are coming which he began his reign. So every
dump the manure in heaps ia i
community, every individual who is con theNever
field. It never can be spread so
in. Fish of good size are reported.
tent with low standards or feeble efforts
will reap a harvest of regrets, and find evenly or so cheaply as from the cart. !
that they bring upon themselves loss Then again, one cannot scrape it up
clean enough so but the grain and grass
T he ice is not to go out of the Range- and failure.
will grow in bunches.
This churcT at Laodicea desired
leys just yet, if we are to judge from re
ports. The warm weather of the past wealth and power. It believed they had
It is a sign of interest and thrift to see
been secured. The word went to Laodi
few weeks has been followed by a colder cea that it was yet blind and poor and Ithe name of the farm in good plain let
spell which insures a longer life to the miserable. Matthew Henry says of this j tering placed upon the gable of the barn
ice fields. Those who were predicting church that its sin was pride and its j or stable of its owner. Why not try
this method right now?
its early departure have set their dates punishment desolation.
Should the church today be satisfied :
ahead nearly two weeks. If the ice re with temporal prosperity, with popular- j
Do not rush the seed into the ground.
FLORODORA
B a n d s a r e o f s a m e v a l u e a s T a g s f r o m •‘ P L A N E T /
OLD H O N ESTY
mains till about May 1, it will doubtless ity, with increased numbers? These It is early yet. Land, unless it is sandy, J
‘‘ SPEARHEAD” Tobacco.
prevent considerable illegal fishing, be things are uot to be discarded as value- j if stirred when wet and unfit to work
sides making the sport much better dur less, but far above and beyond these the will remain packed and soggy all sum
church should desire and stand for pure, mer.
ing the month.
true and spiritual life. This ancient j
church in Asia was counseled to anoint |
Chairman L. T. Carleton , of the her eyes with eye salve that she might J
discover her need, to buy gold tried i
fish and game commission, is to take a with fire, that she might have enduring ;
trip to Europe to study fish culture. riches.
The spirit of God will open blind eyes
This is a great undertaking, especially
as he is to go on his own expense. A and unstop deaf ears, and give under
1
standing to the heart. That spirit will
commissioner does not receive a large instruct concerning the things that will
salary, yet he is willing to put this time abide. Well will it be for that individ
and expense in for the benefit of the ual or that church seeking above all else
fishing in this state. We may expect spiritual life from its true source, and
living that life which will invite the
our fishing interests to profit greatly Spirit’s presence.
Ladies’ Oxfords in Colonials, Patfrom this visit.

MAINE WOODS.

FARM NOTES.

AMONG THE CHURCHES.

You cant buy a Cigar of better
quality for 10 cents each

Shoes.

D ry Goods.

Clothing.

Ladies’ Skirts.

tent Leathers, Southern Ties and E x 
1 Case Cocheco Prints, 10 and
B o ys’ long pant suits at
$ 3-5°
tension Soles,
$ 1.2 5 to 2.
18
yard lengths, regular 7c values,
The regular meeting of North Frank
B
oys’
and
Girls’
Shoes,
wear
guar
Lots more at different prices.
T he towns of Dover, Foxcroft and
5c per yd.
lin grange was held Saturday afternoon, anteed,
55c, 80c, $ 1 , 1.2 5 , 1.45.
Guilford have made an advance step in

Union Superintendence.

educational matters by taking advantage
of the law whereby towns may unite for
the purpose of hiring a superintendent
of schools. There are several of these
districts in Maine and all seem well
pleased with its working. No matter
how good work a superintendent may
do, while spending a part of his time in
this work, he could do better if his ener
gies were all bent upon that work.
One of the great objections raised
against this system is based upon the
old-fashioned idea that no one can be
employed to do any work for the town
unless he be a resident of that town—
the question of ability being a secondary
matter. The attachment to the old dis
trict system was based upon the same
idea. No one, now, with progressive
educational ideas, advocates a return to
that system.
The three towns mentioned above
each had good superintendents, but saw
a better method of caring for their
schools by taking advantage of this law.
Several of the towns of Franklin county
are admirably situated to enter a union
for this purpose, and this is advocated
by the foremost educators in the coun
ty.
Opinions regarding the time the ice
will go out from the various lakes have
been received. The matter has caused
considerable interest among the resi
dents of these sections. For the expres
sion of these opinions see another col
umn.

Orange Notes.

April 5, with a good attendance. The j
first and second degrees were conferred
on a class of four. Owing to the late
ness of the hour the lecturer’ s program
was not carried out, but Bro. George
Chick kindly favored us with a declama
tion which was largely applauded and a
good time was enjoyed by all.
|

36
36
36
40
40

A social dance will be held at Grange
hall, Phillips, Friday evening, April 11.
Music by McKenney’s orchestra. Re
freshments will be served.
Cl a r a French , Secretary.

Breachy Cow Cured.

Sc,
Fine hne
cheviots.

G in gh am s.
IOC,

of white

I

B oys’ Norfolk suits

2C .

goods and and belts.

inch
inch
inch
inch
inch

Remnants,
good quality,
best quality.
good quality,
best quality,

Ladies’ Underwear at
M en’s
“
M en’s Union Suits,

yokes

5C
'5 I‘ 2C
6 1 -2c
6 t-2 c

7 1 -2c
25c
20c

13c to 25c
25c to 50c
$ 2 a pr

W alking Skirts at
$ 2. 25, 2.75? 4-50-

$2.50.
L a d ies’ W a lk in g

H ats.

A ll marked w ay down, the $1.85 to
M en’s suits at

$4 .50 to $ 1 2 .

These are new suits in the

$2.25 ones for 65c.

latest

styles and fabrics.

N ew C oif C a p es

at right prices.
M en’s pants at all prices.
M en’s working pants from
$ 1.2 5 up.

H ats and C aps.
Men’s shirts in negligee and
Men’s hats in all shapes and
dress,
48c to $1 .
colors, including the new Panama
shape which is so popular, at
$ 1.15 .
Boys’ Cheviot shirts at
25c
Men’ s and Boys' Caps,
25c to 50c.

M en’s outing pants with belt loop
D r e s s Suit C a s e s .

up

to 30 inches waist.

These are the very latest

Sizes 4 to 14.

Ladies' Drop Stitch Hose,
B o ys’ and M isses’ extra heavy,
We can easily prove that there are
more points of merit in Queen Qual
ity Shoes than in any other adver
tised shoe.
No woman should pay over $3 for
shoes when in Queen Quality at $ 3
she gets the best.
M en’s Shoes in Corona Calf, a
patent leather that is warranted.
These are cut in the blucher style,
which is having such a run.
$3.
Men’s Oxfords in patent leather at
$2.25, fully equal to the ones usually
sold for $ 3 .
Also lots of other
styles.
R ice & Hutchins every day shoes
at $ 1 .2 5 to $ 2 .
These are w ar
ranted solid leather.
M en’s W ater K ing Shoes, war
ranted to keep out water, at $2.75 .

with

in boys’ clothing,

Brow n C otton.

A regular meeting of North Franklin
Pomona grange, P. of H., No. 22, will
be hold with North Franklin grange,
Phillips, Thursday April 10, at 10 a. m.
Picnic dinner.

A man in Smithfield says he bad a cow
once that was “ awful breachy.”
He
couldn’t keep her in any pasture he ever
saw. She would jump any kind of fence.
One spring she had sore eyes. The vet
erinary decided that she must wear mag
nifying glasses for a while or her eye
sight would be seriously affected.
After she got those glasses on she act
ed very queerly. She would stand and
look at the fence and keep looking up.
It looked high to her. She was several
rods back from the fence but of course
her glasses made her think it was right
up near. Finally she began to jump.
She would jump into the air six or seven
feet and simply land in the pasture all
right. She did this until she was ex
hausted and when she stopped she was
cured of being breachy.
She never
tried to jump a fence again.

N ew

Black Dress Skirts, all sizes

N ew W a ist C loth s

at 25 cents.

N ew

B elts

from 25c to 50c.

Art

P rints

for dressing sacks at 6c.
Cords for Sofa Pillow s.

at $ 1.2 5 to $ 1.7 5 . These are some and turnup, in blues, grays and
thing new and have a new style of greens, with white stripes,
A big line of Children’s Sum m er
fastening.
S 1.5 0 to $2.73. Hats at
25c to 60c.

M A IN E

Mile Square, Avon.
C O R R E SP O N D E N C E .
Avon.
Maud Adams is at work for Elmer
Will for a few weeks.
Lewis Phillips visited his sister, Mrs.
Walter Kennedy, Monday.
Fred Adams visited friends in Rangeley recently.
Mertie Whitney and daughter Faye
visited Mrs. A. W. Berry last week.
Frank Worthley, wife and daughter
have returned to their home in Brewer.
Charles and Frankie Adams plowed
Mar. 24th. Who can beat that?
Fred Morton tapped 500 trees and
made 00 gallons of syrup in two and
one-half days’ run.
Mrs. Lula Vining Johnson of Kittery
has been critically ill the past month,
but is better at this writing.
Jim Dicker of Rangeley is stopping
with his auut, Mrs. Hannah Kennedy,
for a while.

We have commenced spring’ s work.
Messrs. Alfred and Bernie Wilbur are
working on the railroad.
Mr. Harold Worthley is repairing the
inside of his house.
Miss Clara Beal visited in town a few
days last week.
Mr. Chas. Peary is working for Mr.
Albert Sedgeley.
The hay presserB have pressed hay for
Mr. Fred Ellsworth and Mr. G. T.
Jacobs recently.
Mrs. J. M. Worthley and daughter
Ethel, formerly of the Hill, are in Port
land. Miss Ethel is attending business
college.
Mr. L. Brown of Freeman is taking
Mr. Ila im s’ s place on A. S. Gifford’ s
cream cart, while Mr. Haines’ s injured
hand is healing.
Mr. Mac Bubier and Mr. Henry Beal
have purchased a sheep shearing ma
chine which is quite a novelty in this
section. It is practical, however, and
works to perfection.

Tory Hill, Phillips.
Miss Carrie Hunter is on the sick list.
Alden Moores is at work for A. C.
Bunnell.
Walter Holley of Farmington is visit
ing his sister, Mrs. D. H. Soule.
Mr. L B. Bunnell has been quite ill
for a few days.
Mr. W. G. Gates is in poor health this
spring.
A. C. Bunnell has twonty-six nice
spring lambs.
L. B.

c

IN

MAINE.
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The count of the pieces of marble in
the mosaic floor of the rotunda of the
State house was made recently by a com
mittee consisting of Charles Pettengill,
W. H. Holmes and B. A. Friend, to set
tle the differences which had arisen be
tween the Brewer end of the state treas
ury and the Weld end of the secretery
of state’ s office. The count took some
time, but it is believed that not a single
piece of the mosaic escaped •the eagle
eye of the committee.
The count
showed that there are 244,601 pieces in
the entire floor. This total is within
eight of the figure set by the gentleman
►from Weld and he will smoke imported
cigars all of next week, the gentleman
from Brewer settling for the same. The
Weld gentleman was A. D. Russell.
Our cat may have the longest whisk
ers and your cat may surpass all records
of longevity with her tail; but Mr.
James W. Libby of South Gorham has
a cat which has certainly earned the
right to the presidency of a home for
aged cats. Jt is 19 years of age, can
catch its mouse with any of them and
is said to be good for several more sweet
April serenades on the back fence.
C. E. Wheeler of Chesterville can tell
a hen story that puts all others to shame.
Last fall when the first snowstorm came,
Mr. Wheeler went out to gather in his
hens. He discovered that one Brown
Leghorn ben and a Plymouth Rock pul
let were frozen to a stiffness. He threw
them out where the pig holds sway.
One morning, this spring, while going
the rounds of his farm, he found the
Brown Leghorn alive, plump, and busily
scratching a grave for the Plymouth
Rock which was just where he left her
last fall! And now it is understood that
Mr. Wheeler s thinking of sending
Brown Leghorn eggs to the Klondike
for purposes of active breeding in cold
storage incubators.
Only a few Maine men can treat their
guests to an oyster supper supplied
from their own private oyster bed. This
is what E. S. Dunton of W oolwich did
last week. The oysters were grown in
Montsweag bay where Mr. Dunton
planted two barrels of 1 seed,” two years
ago. It is now estimated there are 25
bushels of oysters there and they are
fast increasing.

WOODS,

HUNYON’S
DYSPEPSIA
CURE

Reed’s Mill, Madrid.
Mrs. Lydia Dunham is caring for Mrs.
John Dunham on the Mile Square.
Wm. Dunham has a good woodpile
sawed up.
Miss Lilia Walker is working for Mrs.
L. C. Reed.
Mrs. Mabel Kinney visited Mrs. A.
H. Webber one day last week.
Mrs. Ellie Heath is with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Ida Leavitt, who has had a
shock.
Helen, the little daughter of Wilber
Eilsworth, who is very sick, is a little
improved at this writing.

East Madrid.
Mrs. Elvira Vining has returned home.
E. R. Keene has returned to his work
at Austin’s mill.
Mr. Wallace Kempton visited at E. R.
Keene’s last week.
Jennie Wheeler is suffering from
pleurisy.
C. E. Cross spent Sunday at home
with his family.
Ira Wing went to Rangeley and
bought a cow last week.
Geo. Gould has bought Ira Wing’ s
flock of sheep.
Aunt Fannie Keene, who was reported
very ill last week, seems to gaining a
little.
Geo. Stinchfield and Adelbert Webber
were in the place last Friday taking the
valuation.
Next Sunday will be Rev. Mr. Piilsbury’ s appointment at the schoolhouse.
Conference is Saturday at 2 p. m.
Mr. H. H. Hathaway, who has spent
the winter in Wilton, returned home
last Monday.
The roads are getting quite dry in
places, but are very rough where they
were washed out last winter.
H.

A marked character at a recent meet
ing of Oxford Pomona with the Paris
grange was Jonathan Whitehouse of
Norway. This gentleman is almost 90
years of age and has been a patron for
over 25 years. He was born in Hebron
but since he was 22 has resided in Nor
way, where for years he lias been the
sexton of the Pine Grove cemeteiy. Mr.
Whitehouse was the chaplain of his
grange for five years and during the en
Fairbanks.
tire time never missed but one meeting.
Mr. F. L. Wilder h is sustained quite a
He is still active and his faculties are loss recently by a break in his mill dam,
unimpaired. He is certainly one of the j quite a large section having broken
best preserved men of his years in away.
Maine,
i
Rev. B. V. Davis of Kingfield called
The Induitrial Journal does itself on frieuds here recently.
Mumps are quite prevalent here just
proud in its special shipbuilding edition.
A complete review is given of recent ! now.
building operations in the ship yards of ; Mr. Almon Dyar from the west is here
the New England states and the Mari with his son Leroy.
time provinces, together with the out- i Mrs. Velzora Pratt and daughter were
look for the future, and the same is free- j in Lewiston last week to attend the fu
ly illustrated with numerous half-tone neral of the brother of the former, Rev.
cuts of notable specimens of marine ar- j Horace Fales.
chitecture.
Mrs. H. A. Compton Invited her Sun
A beehive with 100 pounds of fine day school class as a surprise party, Sat
honey was discovered Monday afternoon j urday evening, her husband’ s birthday.
in a corner of the roof of Tax Collector
James E. Goodwin’ s house in Biddeford.
Dallas Plantation.
A space two feet long and a foot and a
Mrs. Mary Lowell is quite sick.
half wide with a depth of two feet was
Mr. Charles Adams lost a nice fiveused by the bees. An effort was made
to smoke out the bees but this was of no year-old colt one day last week.
use and a quantity of hot water was
Mr. Leland Nile has gone to work on
used.
the drive for Mr. Jack Lary.
Ed Collins has finished working in the
Waterville holds the championship
belt for missing men at present. Three woods for J. R. Toothaker.
Mr. Walter Brackett is at work for his
of its citizens, all well known, have
mysteriously disappeared within a week brother, Alfred Brackett at Dallas.
or two, and everybody wonders who will
Miss Edna Haley is at work for John
be next on the list.
Lowell.
Mr. Elbridge Ross has finished work
Even the birds are in touch with the ing in the woods and is sawing wood for
early spring. Orville Hibbard, a bright J. R. Toothaker.
12-years-old South Etna boy, discovered
Mr. Herbert Collins is at work at the
on Sunday a ground sparrow’s nest con
taining two newly laid eggs. This is a village and is boarding at Mr. Saul Col
little early but the South Etna birds evi lins’ s.
dently came north with the first breath
of spring and are ahead of their kind in
To Cure a Cold In One Day
building their nest, laying the eggs and Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
will be well along towards hatching druggists refund tne money if it fails to cure
their young before the others are mated. E W. Grove’s signature is on each box 52c.
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New

Dainty Dishes Made From Maple
Sugar.
MAPLK SHORTCAKES.

Make a rich baking powder biscuit
dough; roll it very tkin, brush half of it
with the beaten white of an egg, cover
with a layer of maple sugar which has
been scraped fine or put through the
meat chopper, then put on the other
half of the dough; cut this into tiny
cakes with a small round cutter, brush
each one over the top with the egg, and
bake in a moderate oven. Serve them
hot. These are not bad with the after
noon tea. They are delicious for lunch
or the sweet course at dinner.
Served
with ice cream or fresh fruit they are
delightful.

L e ft O v er S u i t s .
Lot No. 1, M a r k e d , ........................................$4-99
Lot No. 2, Marked,
6.99
These ready-to-wear suits are good style— not the
latest— and value is extra good for these prices.

G. B. S E D G E L E Y .

Allen’s Mills.

MAPLE SUGAR SANDWICHES.

Prepare the sugar by either scraping
it into shavings, or a much better way is
to put it through a meat chopper, then
spread thin slices of entire wheat bread
with butter, then with the sugar sof
tened with cream.
A sprinkle of
browned and chopped almonds will im
prove it. This will be a dainty acquisi
tion for the afternoon tea or the picnic
lunch.

TURBED
LEEP

MAPLE CREAM.

Mix 2 tablespoonfuls of maple sugar
i ito the unbeaten whites of 3 eggs; stir
constantly while adding 2 cupfuls of hot
m ilk; fill wet custard cups two-thirds
full with this mixture and bake them
about 30 minutes; when cold turn them
out on a pretty glass dish, sprinkle them
generously with maple sugar, and sur
round with whipped cream. Of course,
these should be set in a pan of hot wa
ter to bake.

IN CHILDHOOD
If a Child is restless in the night, starting suddenly from
sleep, tossing about the bed, grinding the teeth—growing
thin and listless, apparently from loss of rest—the trouble is
worms. A few doses of that famous old remedy,

MAPLE CUSTARD PIE.

TRUES

Flagstaff.

Under this heading we shall publish
each week cooking receipts which have
been tried and proved good.
Will our
readers please send in receipts for their
favorite dishes?

Ginghams,
Silk Ginghams,
Prints,
Percales,
Dress Goods,
Dress Skirts,
Storm Skirts,
Waists,
Suits,
Underwear,
Hosiery,
Corsets.

West Freeman.

Mrs. R. Hatch and Mrs. Eva Oliver
called on Mrs. P. A. Storer Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hawes and son
James visited at George Luce’s recently.
Mrs. E. M. Collins is spending a few
weeks at George Luce’s.
E. G. Gay Las arrived at Clear Water
Camps. Mrs. Gay is expected soon.
Edith M. Hobbs is at work at Henry
Titcomb’s, Farmington.
Mrs. Lucy A. Luce is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Georgia Blanchard, Can
ton.
Chas. Morrill has sold his stand, store
and stock in trade to a party from New
Hampshire, we understand.

II,

Household Colum n.

When Prof. Munyon ujri his Dyspepsia Coro
will cure indigestion and all form* of stomach
trouble he simply tells the truth. It will cure a
stomach that has been abused by over-eating and
over-drinking. It will cure a stomach that has
been weakened by old-style drugs. It will do much
toward making an old stomach act like a sound one.
At all druggists, as cents. Fifty-six other cure*
Mnnyon, New York and Philadelphia.
MUNYOH'S INHAAEB CUBES CATARRH.

Amos Soper has hired out for the year
with A. T. Taylor to work on his farm.
The Whitney brothers are doing a
rushing business making maple syrup.
A. T. Taylor has the largest wood pile
District No. 2, Phillips.
in town, having 25 cords all worked into
Mr. Bion Wing recently presented his stove wood.
daughter, Miss Florence, with a very
M. T.
nice Cornish organ.
Mrs. Sara Rowe and daughters, Maude
Eustis.
and Winona, visited at flenry McKenny’ s recently.
Mr. John Fassett, Jr., is staying with
Mrs. Clara Smith of Auburn made a his brother, Mr. Geo. Fassett.
short visit with her parents, Mr. and
There was a dance at St. Ober’s hal
Mrs. Robert Plummer, last week.
Wednesday evening. A good time was
A Sunday school was organized at the reported by all that attended it.
West Philiips chapel, March 30. Mr.
A party of young people spent Sunday
Chas. W. Guile is superintendent.
at the Ledge falls driving camp. Thir
teen went about 9.30 in the morning and
seven others in the afternoon.
Madrid.
Town meetings are still in order.
Mrs. Isaiah Dunham is on the Mile
Square caring for Mrs. John Dunham.
B. C. Powers has sold an Alclayone
colt to Ned Harris for a good price.
Mrs. Solomon Dunham is caring for
her daughter and granddaughter.
Mr. Ed Berry and wife of Kingfield
visited her mother, Mrs. Martha Walker
on the 6tb.
Dan Smith has moved into the Alvali
Hewey house, recently vacated by Geo.
Harnden, who has moved to Phillips.
Mrs. Henry Eldridge is again critically
ill. Her daughter, M tb. Will Lane, has
returned from Saco to care for her.
Harry Batchelder, wife and little
Zerra of Kingfield are visiting her
mother, Mrs. Lewis Witham.
The people are agitated over the
building of the county bridge. Some
want a steel, others a wooden one and
still others no bridge at all.
Wilber Ellsworth’s little daughter,
who lives in the family of Mrs. Emma
Kinney, is very ill with meningitis.
The doctor says there is a very small
chance for her recovery.

A P R IL

W O RM

E L IX IR

John Carville was in town last week.
will expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, caus
ing the child to sleep well at night, and, naturally, give it a
Mrs. Ray Viles is visiting her mother
bright and cheerful disposition throughout the day. Dr.True’s
at Langtown for a few weeks.
Pin Worm Elixir is a purely vegetable remedy that would not
Mr. John Viles has gone to the south
harm the most delicate child even if it had no worms. In
branch with a crew of river drivers.
use 50 years. Sold at stores generally, 35 cents. Booklet on
Payson Viles of Skowhegan was in
Children and Their Diseases free. Write us for it.
town Thursday and Fr day.
D r . J . F . T R U E &, C O ., A u b u r n , M e .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Drew are at work
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Send for pamphlet.
at the Lake House and will go to Spring
lake when the season opens.
Miss Lottie Fames is recovering from
an attack of bilious fever being now able
to walk about the house.
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
Mrs. B. E. Savage and Mrs. John R.
Viles are on the sick list and are attend
TIM E - TABLE.
ed by Dr. Briraigion of Stratton.
Mr. Charles Hammond has moved his
DIRECT LINE TO RANGELEY LAKES.
family back to their home in Coplin, and
Through Time-Table, in Effect Oct. 28, 1901.
rented bis house to Roy Heald for the
Monday, Oct. 14,1901.
hrough
commodious
D
S PLEND
summer.
rains .
C oaches.
ERVICH.
GOING SOUTH.
Mr. Ralph Wing has rented rooms of
A M. A. M. P. M.
Tr’nl Tr’n3 Tr’n 5
North.
Bemis, lv
Mrs. Sylvina Taylor until he gets his
7 20
A. M. P. M. P. M
Rum ford Falls, lv
9 10 2 40
house ready to live in.
Mechanic Falls, lv
6 55 10 41 4 07
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hammond have re
Rumford
Jet,
lv
7
27
11
12 4 37
Farmington........ ..lv 11 00 12 10 4 40
turned to their home in Coplin afeer
P. M.
Portland,
Union
Sta.,
ar
8
35
12
20
5 45
spending the winter with their daughter
So. Strong,..........
P. M.
Mrs. Carroll Viles.
Boston,
(W.
Div.Jar
\
ar
12
P
M
.
45
4
10
Strong,............... {lv 12 05 12 42 5 10
Boston, ;E. Div.,) ar
12 35 4 00 9 05
Mr. Frank Savage has Charge of the
GOING NORTH.
Phillips,............
12 30 1 00 5 30
corporation drive in this section and
A. M. A M. P. V.
nearly all the town boys are working
Boston, (E. Div.,) lv
9.00 12 30
for him.
Boston, (W Div.,) lv
8 30 1 15
Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4 Tr” rP.
M
The last of the bircli is being hauled
South.
A.M. A M. P. OT.
Portland, Union Sta., lv
8 30 12 55 5 15
to the mill on wheels so as to be sawed
P. M.
Rumford Je t , ar
9 40 2 15 6 21
out this spring.
Mechanic Falls, ar
10 06 2 41 6 45
Phillips,............. ..lv 7 30 8 30 1 30
Rumford Falls, ar
At the town meeting, March 31 the
11 35 4 10
Bemis, ar
5 30
Strong,...............
7 50 9 10 1 50
following officers were elected: Modera
All trains run daily except Sundays, unless
tor, David A. Butler; clerk, Walter E
otherwise
noted.
So. Strong,..........
Hinds; assessors, George H. Lincoln,
Tills is the only standard gauge all rail line
to the Famous Hunting and Fishing Grounds
Farmington,......
8 20 10 00 2 20
Leon F. Wing, Philander M. Taylor:
of het Rangeleys.
treasurer, David A. Butler; superintend
E. L. Love joy , Snpt., Rumford Falls, Me.
ent of scboolsj Warren Wing; collector, WESTON LEWIS Pres. F. N. BEAL, Supt R. C. Bradford, Traffic Mgr., Portland Me.
Walter E. Hinds, One hundred dollars
was voted for a free High school.

SANDY RiVER R. R.

MM

& M o r d Fails By.

T

FRANKLIN £ MEGANTIC RY.

Jf^ fo o s t o o f

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dea d
River region.
Rain and sweat
have no effect on
harness treated
with Eureka Har
ness Oil. It re
sists the damp,
keeps the leath
er soft and pli
able. Stitches
do not break.
No rough sur
face to chafe
and cut. The
harness not
only keeps
looking like
new, but
wears twice
as long by the
use of Eureka
Harness Oil.

\

ite s s

Sold
everywhere „ 1
in cans—
all sizes.
Made by

Standard Oil
Company

\\

This space belongs to the

Rangeley Lakes
Steam boat Co.
Watch it carefully for full
information about New Steam
boat Service etc., for the Sea
son of 1902.
H. H . F I E L D ,
Gen. M an’g ’r, Phillips, Me.

Greene’s StaseLine
Dead River to Eustis,
W ill start for the season

MAY 10 1902
I. W . CREENE, Prop’ r,
Coplin, M aine.

Mix 4 cupful of scraped maple sugar
with 1 level tablespoon of flour and 3
eggs slightly beaten; add % teaspoonful
of butter and one quart of milk; fill a
deep pastry lined pan, and bake half an
hour; dust slightly with nutmeg just be
fore baking. This is delicious.
MAPLE ICE CREAM.

Beat 3 eggs, add cupful of soft maple
sugar and half teaspoonful butter; pour
over thip, stirring constantly, quart hot
milk; cook till it coats spoon; beat until
cool; add cupful creaih whpiped stiff;
freeze until nearly stiff, bury in ice and
salt three hours, then sprinkle with,
chopped almond.
MAPLE JUMBLES.

Cream 1 scant cupful of butter with
2 of maple sugar, add beaten yolks of 3
eggs and 1 cupful of flour; add whites
beaten stiff, and enough flour to roll it
thin; cut into circles with small opencentred cutter; spriDkle them with
scraped maple sugar and bake in a
moderate oven.
MAPLE CAKE.

Spriad a plain white cake with the
following: 2 egg whites beaten stiff with
grated maple sugar and at last moment
1 teaspoonful of melted butter; or cook
half cupful maple syrup or sugar with
same amount of ciearo, pour slowly into
1 egg white well beaten.
MAPLE SHERBET.

Boil 1 quart of water with 2 cupfuls
of maple sugar for five minutes, then
strain and add the juice of 2 lemons;
when perfectly cold add the whites of 2
eggs thoroughly beaten and freeze. The
eggs may be omitted, but they make the
sherbet light.
MAPLE NOUGAT.

Melt 1 pound of maple sugar with §
of a cupful of cream; cook until a soft
"S ^ A U -R O A D l
T I 3 M E - T jA B I j ] Q .
ball will form in water, then take from
In Effect December 16,1901.
*RRM6 t*f*T OF TRAINS the fire and beat thoroughly and add 1
cupful of English walnut meats cut into
SOUTH.
AM PM
IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1901.
Bigelow, lv
11
00t2 40 Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari tiny pieces; pour onto a buttered tin,
Carrabassett,
H
203 10bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at and when cool cut in oblong squares.
6.15 a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m

( ar
11
504 00
6.45 A M.—For nnd arriving at Lagrange at
Kingfield, I
A M AM p M
8.00 a m, Milo 8 27 a m, Brownvllle 8 40 a m,
( lv
7 00 f7 10 12 50
Katabdm Iron Works 10.00 a m, Norcross 9 36
*N. Freeman, lv
7 05
12 55
a m, Millinoeket 9.52 a m, Sberman 10.45 a m,
♦Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7.30
Patten 11.10 a m, Island Falls 1108 a m,
Salem,
7 20 7 40 1 10
Smyrna Mills 11.45 a m, Weeksboro 12.10 p m,
♦Summit, lv
7 22 8 35 1 12
Masardis 101pm, Ashland 1 30 p m, Houlton
*W. Freeman, iv
7 35
1 25
12.10 p m, Presque Isle 1 68 p m, Caribou 2 25 p
Strong, ar
7 45 9 05 1 40
NORTH.
a m AM
PM m, New Sweden 2.58 p m, Yan Buren 4 00 p m,
Strong, lv
8 15 110 00 5 15 Fort Fairfield 2.15 p m. Limestone 3.20 p m,
*W. Freeman, lv
8 25
5 25 Dover 9.C0 a m, Guilford 9.34 a ir , Monson 10 13
♦Summit, lv
8 35 10 30 5 35 a m. Greenvi le 10.60 am.
3,15 P M.—For and arriving at Brownvllle
Salem,
8 40 10 35 5 40
4.47 p m, Norcross 5 43 p m, Millinoeket 5,67 p
*Mt Abram Jet., lv
8 45 10 40
♦No. Freeman, lv
8 50
5 50 m, Sherman 6.47 p m, Patten 7.17 p m, Island
(ar
9 00 11 30 6 00 Falls 7 11 p m, Houlton 8 05 p m. Mars Hill
and Blaine 9.15 p m, Presque Isle 9.47 p m,
Kingfield, J
pm
Caribou 10.15 p m, Fort Fairfield 10.05 p m.
(lv
9 15 12 30
4.45 P M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.07
Carrabassett,
9 45 1 05
p
m. Milo 6.32 p m, Brownvllle 6.45 pm ,
Bigelow, ar
10 15 1 40
♦Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to Katahdin Iron Works 7.25 p m, Dover and
Foxcroft
6.57 p m, Guilford 7 19 p m, Monson
conductor. fMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with 7.55 p m, Greenville 8.30 p m, Quebec 1.30 p m,
Montreal
8.35 a m.
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
a r r iv a l s
land and Boston.
9
30
A
M.
Leaving Montreal 8.05 p m, Que
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton
and Eustis, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and bec 2.40 p m. Greenville 5.30 a m, Monson 5.55
a m, Guilford 6.42 a m, Dover 7.00 a m, Katah
Dead River.
din Iron Works 6 20 a m. Brownvllle 7.20 a m,
GEO. M. YOSE. Su p e r i n t e n d e n t .
Milo 7.30 a m, Lagrange 8.00 a m.
1.05 P M. Leave Caribou 6.15 a m, Presque
Isle 6.42 a m, Fort Fairfield 6.20 a m, Houlton
Time-Table.
8.20 a m, Ashland 7 00 a m, Masardis 7.25 a ro,
Weeksboro 8 18 a m, Smyrna Mills 8.44 a m.
Island Falls 9.17 a m, Patten 9.05 a m, Sher
The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake. man 9.40 a m, Millinoeket 10.28 a m, Norcross
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead 10.39 a m, Brownvllle 11.32 a m, Milo 1141 a m.
River Region via Dead River Station. Stage
7 20 P M.—Leaving Greenville 3.35 p m,
connection with every through train for Monson 3 40pm, Guilford 4.47 p m, Dover 506
p m, Limestone 9.50 a m, Van Buren 10.00 a m,
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
On and after Mar. 31, 1902, trams on the Phil New Sweden 11.02 a m, Caribou 11.45 a m,
lips & Rangeley railroad will run as follows Presque Isle 12.15 p m, Fort Fairfield 11.15 a
m, Houlton 2.00 p m, Island Falls 3 00 p m,
until further notice:
Patten 2.56 p m, Sherman 3 25pm,Millinoeket
EAST.
AM
PM
4 16 p m, Norcross 4.30 p m, Katahdin Iron
Phillips, Lv » ...
7 45
5.30 Works 3.15 p m, Brownvllle 5.30 p m, Milo 5.40
♦Madrid,
....................
8.10 5.45 p m, Lagrange 6.07 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
♦Reed’s Mill, .
.
. .
8.25
5.t6
Traffic Manager.
♦Sanders’ Mill, . . .
. .
8.45
6.08
W.M.
BROWN,
Superintendent.
ar
Redington Mills, .
9.30 6.36 Bangor. Me., October 10,1901.
de
9.50 6.47
♦Log Track No. 2,
10.10 7.00
Dead River, . . .
10.45 7.15
Rangeley, ar . .

PHILLIPS £ RANGELEY R. R.

11.15
11.30
11.42
11.55

3.C0

AM

W EST.

Rangeley, Lv . .
Dead River,
♦Log Track No. 2,
Redington Mills, .

Teams of All
2.00
2 20
Descriptions.
240

i ar
de

P M

PM

•Sanders’ Mill,
12.15 8.40
♦Reed’s Mill, .
12.27 4.00
♦Madrid, . . .
12.35 4.20
12.50 5.00
Phillips, ar .
♦Trains stop on signal or notice to con
ductor.
Fl e t c h e r Po p e , Gen. Man’g’r.
H. H. Fi e l d , G. P. & T. A.
A. L. r o b e r t s o N; Superintendent.

MAPLE TAPIOCA.

Mix 2 tablespoons of maple sugar with
% cupful of tapioca; either soak this in
cold water for an hour or use the instan
taneous kind, add a tiny piece of butter
and 1 quait of hot milk; cook this in a
double boiler until it thickens, then add
3 beaten eggs, a dash of cinnamon, and
turn into a well butte:ed pudding dish
and brown in the oven; serve either hot
or cold with maple sugar and cream.
MAPLE JUNKET.

Dissolve 1 tablet of junket (junket
tablets may be bought by the roll like
lozenges) in a very little cold water; add
to this 1 quart of hot milk—not too hot,
however—then add 3 tablespoonfuls of
maple sugar; stir until thoroughly dis
solved, pour into a glass dish and serve
bountifully with maple sugar and cream.
A most simp’e and wholesome dessert
which tlie children will appreciate.
APPLE CHARTEUSE WITH MAPLE SAUCE.

A ebarteuse is a dish in which one
kind of food is entirely concealed by an
other. This one is of apples; pare, core
and steam until tender, then till the core
holes with maple sugar and a slight fla
voring of cinnamon; cover each one with
boiled rice, wrap in cheese cloth and
steam twenty minutes; remove the cloth,
and serve with maple syrup or a maple
sauce.
_______ _
m a p l e sau c e .

Boil 1 cupful of maple syrup a few
moments, skim and add % cupful of
fresh butter, which Las been rubbed
smooth with 1 tablespoonful of flour;
boil again just enough to cook the flour,
Parties desiring teams of any kind remove from the fire and serve hot.

to any point in this region can be ac
commodated by notifying

HUNTOON & OAKES,
PROPRIETORS.

Stable next to Oquossoc House.

Ran&relev.

“

■

Wlaine.

?nia signature is on every box of the genuin*

Laxative BroinoeOuinine Tablets

M A IN E
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LOCAL NEWS DEPARTMENT.:

UP IN KINGFIELD.

WOODS,

A P R IL

II,

1 90 2
N ew line of

The Town Schools.

C igars, Harlow’ s
Schools will begin in the village Candy,
April 21, with the following teachers:
Golden K isse s, Bottled
$ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ « ♦ ♦ ♦ Town Votes to Establish School High school assistant, Miss Lura H.
Soda, at
Dennison; Grammar, Miss Lillian SweetIn Western District.
J. CALVIN FRENCH’ S,
ser; Intermediate, Miss Rice of Booth—Harold Hoyt fou n i a dandelion blos
bay; Primary, Miss Jessie Toothaker; Kingfield,
M aine
som this week.
Sub-Primary, Miss Effie Atwood. Nei
Bigelow
Man
the
Victim
o
f
a
— Miss Louise Sweet of Avon bas been
ther pirncipal nor second assistant bas
visiting her aunt, Mrs. M. W. Bean.
Painful Accident.
been secured. The time for opening the
—Mrs. Charles Smith of Rumford [Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.] rural schools has not been decided
SPRING TIM E ,
upon, nor have the teachers been as
Falls spent Sunday in town.
K in g f ie l d , Apr. 8, 1902.
signed
to
these
schools.
—Mrs. William B. Wheeler is con
This Is the season for PAPERING
Daniel Palmer of Bigelow, while
fined to her home by illness.
and PAINTING.
Wields a Sharp Ax.
—Mr. F. H. Wilbur has purchased a working there in the mill, Wednesday,
You can find the paper, curtains,
horse of Mr. Isaac Ellis.
etc., in good stock at all prices at
Millions marvel at the multitude of
caught Ills foot in the endless chain aud
—Bearce & Wilson’ s scale during the ran it through the cog wheel, badly in maladies cut off by Dr. King’ s New Life
Mitchell’s.
Pills—the most distressing too. Stom
past winter was 2,763,670 in No. 6
MASURY’S PAINT is the kind to
juring the great toe and the one next to ach, Liver and Bowel Doubles—Dyspep
U36. Call for these at
—Miss Myrtie Hescock visited with
it. Dr. Pennell was called from this sia, Loss of Appetite, Jaundice, Bilious
friends in Monmouth last week.
L. L. M itchell, Druggist
—Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Voter were in town and amputated the injured mem ness, Fever, Malaria, all fail before these
wonder workers. 25c at W. A. D. Crabers.
Kingfield, - Maine.
Rangeley Tuesday night.
gin’s Phillips; E. H. Whitney’ s, RangeAt the town meeting Saturday, it was ley; C. E. Dyer’s, Strong; L. L. Mitch
—Mr. H. E. Merrill of Monmouth was
voted to establish a school in the west, ell’ s, Kingfield.
in town this week.
—Through train service
between ern part of the town. The school there
Portland and Rangeley begins April 28. was discontinued at the time the town
Births.
—Mr. Will Grant of Rangeley was in system was introduced as there were
Livermore, March 31, to Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
town Monday.
but a very few scholars there. Now Hardy, a son. (9 pounds.)
Rangeley, Mar. 31, to Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
is the time to look to your
—Mrs. W. J. Ross went to Skowbegan
this week to visit her s o d , Harry Good there are enough so that a school ought Berry, a son.
Phillips,
Apr.
4,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
H.
to be established. When the school was
win.
Mitchell, a son.
East Wilton, March 27, to Mr. and Mrs. John
—The pulpit of the Union church will discontinued the schoolhouse was sold,
be occupied Sunday by Rev. J. B. Ran and the sessions will now have to be H. Ranger, a son. ($% lbs.)
Eustis, April 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne C
ger.
held iu one of the private houses.
Fletcher, a son. (10>£ lbs.)
—Sunday, Rev. Mr. Clancy will preach
The road commissioner has put in a
his farewell sermon at the Methodist bank wall on the east side of the river
and see that it is in good order.
Marriages.
church.
where the freshet of last December
Look at the line o f R O D S,
Canton,
Mar.
23,
Mr,
Janies
P.
Dailey
and
—Mrs. Arbo C. Norton of Farmington washed it away.
Miss Daisy Belle Smith
R E E L S , L I N E S and F L I E S ,
visited her sister, Mrs. D. F. Field, the
The young people’ s meeting, which
Phillips, Apr. 8, by Rev. J. B. Ranger, Mr.
and,
in fact, everything that is
Temple
E.
Spaulding
of
Berlin,
N.
H.,
and
first of the week.
was to have been held at Mr. Frank
needed for a first-class outfit.
—Ivan Sanborn went to Portland Durrell’ s last week, was held at Mr. E. Mrs. Carrie B. Curtis of Phillips.
You will find them all at the
The place of meeting
Tuesday. He will be employed there at E. Jenkins’s.
was changed because of the injury to
Deaths.
hardware store.
the marble works.
Kingfield, Apr. 2, child of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
—W. J. Ross of Phillips bought three Irving Brown, who is boarding there.
A. R. THURSTON,
Irving Brown was considerably in Lander, aged 3 months.
good horses of Mr. Lockhart, the lum
Freeman, Mar. 31, of consumption, Miss
jured
in
the
mill
last
week
by
a
flying
Kingfield,
M aine,
berman, recently.
Cynthia A. Parlin, aged 72 years, 7 months, 29
—The selectmen are making trial this stick. It was thought at first that his days.
Phillips, Apr. 7, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred H.
week of a road machine which they con ribs were broken.
Mr. C. H. Playse is here in the inter Mitchell, aged 3 days.
template purchasing.
Farmington,
April 4, Eliphalet Reed Weatli—The last dance in Bates hall before est of the A. O. U. W. He has secured ern, aged 77 years, 24 days.
enough
names
so
that
an
organization
it is turned over to the Masons is this
Kingfield, April 7, John Cunningham, aged
will soon be made. Dr. Pennell is ex 89 years.
Thursday evening.
amining the applicants for membership.
—The Masons have voted to lease
Rev. W. S. Ballou returned Friday
CUT FLOWERS.
Bates hall and to rent the hall they now
from his vacation and occupied his pul
For all occa sions—F.uneral Designs and So
occupy to M a in e W oods .
pit, Sunday.
ciety emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses,
—Mr. E. H. Shepard has sold the Star$1.50 to $2.00 per dozen.; pinks 35 to 50c per
Rev.
B.
Y.
Davis
goes
to
Berwick
to
is hereby extended to
dozen;
chrysanthemums $1.00 to $2 00 per
bird mare to the Phillips Hardware com
couference
next
week.
During
the
year
dozen,
white pink and yellow; voilets, 25c
pany for their livery stable.
bunch
25
blossoms;
simlax,
25c
string;
call,
of his pastorate here he has seen good
—A ring with four keys has been lost and encouraging results. The interest lilies, $3.00 per dozen, with leaves.
W. A. D. CRAGIN.
in the village. Finder please return in the work of the church is good and
them to M a in e W oods office.
the prospects are bright for the future.
R. D. SIMONS, M. D.,
—Mrs. Julia Hinkley and her son, Among the encouraging things is the
to come in and examine
Harry, of Farmington are visiting her Sunday school which was organized dur
Physician and Surgeon.
daughter, Mrs. D. F. Field.
ing the year, and has been maintained
KINGFIELD
the new line* o f M E N ’S
—The regular meeting of the Ladies’ throughout.
Telephone.
MAINE.
Social union will be held with Mrs. J.
Sunday, the superintendent of the
S U IT S
and
G E N T ’S
W . Brackett Tuesday afternoon, April Free Baptist Sabbath school, made bis
E. L. PENNELL, M . D.,
15.
quarterly report. They were much en
F U R N I S H IN G S at
—Rev. Dr. F, A. Noble and wife are couraged to find the number present
Physician and Surgeon,
expected in town in about two weeks to that day to be 77. The average for the
KINGFIELD,
spend the summer at Phillips and past quarter was large.
Telephone,
7-3.
MAIN E.
Rangeley.
Mrs. E. J. Snell returned Saturday
—Mr. N. K. Whittemore returned from Kent’s Hill, where she has been
from Wilton last Monday night. Mr. cariug for her mother and brother, who Furniture, Carpets, Paints
Whittemore reports that his daughter, have been quite ill. They are reported and Oils, W all Paper, e tc.,
as being somewhat improved.
Mrs. Chas Foster, is somewhat better.
in good variety may be found at my store In
Mrs. Bertha M. Eldridge has returned French’s block, formerly occupied by J. A.
—Mrs, Merry, who has been caring for
KINGFIELD,
M AINE.
Mrs. Eliza Dutton the past two months, to her home in West Falmouth, Mass., JJnscott. I have bought out Mr. Linscott
and
have
added
a
line
of
the
above
men
returned to her home in Farmington on after a three weeks’ visit to her parents. tioned articles.
Tuesday.
There was no illustrated talk at the
Kingfield, Me.
—The interest in the Young People’ s Free Baptist church Sunday night as the W . S. J acob s,
Society of Christian Eudeavor is on the views did not arrive. The views which
increase. New members are received at were to have been given then will be
nearly every meeting, so that the mem given next Sunday night.
bership is now over 30.
Mr. John Phillips has men engaged
am Here
—Mr. A. M. Greenwood has in his blasting rocks on his new lot on Church
store a large assortment of bicycle sup street. He is not quite decided whether
plies and sundries and a new coaster he will build this summer or not.
With one of the Largest Lines of
brake, which is causing considerable
The members of the Methodist church
favorable comment.
are feeling much pleased that Mr.
—Hal Curtis picked a beautiful full Grant, who was formerly a member of
blown Mayflower on March 24. This the church here, but later of one of the
was very early for the flowers as very Massachusetts churches, will unite here
again soon.
few of them are yet in blossom.
ever shown in town. A new and up to date line to supply your
Mrs. Jane Davidson, who has been
—Mr. M. W. Harden has had in his
wants for spring and summer. A new line of dress goods tor suits,
barber shop for a few days a painting of visiting friends and relatives in Massa
a scene on Nile brook by A. S. Pratt. chusetts, returns this week. During
waists, etc. A full line o f trimmings to match.
Percales, Prints,
One can almost see the trout in it, the her absence her daughter, Annie, has
Ginghams, Dimitys, Chambrays, Eddy Sdks, Pongee Silks, G ing
been keeping house for her.
painting is so true to nature.
hams, Mercerized Zephyrs for fancy waisfs, etc.
M uslin Under
Mr. W. W. Small and son, Veo, of
- Arrangements have been practiably
completed for a Fourth of July celebra Rumford Falls spent a few days here
wear,
Ladies’
W
rappers,
the
Domestic,
best
in
the
market,
Ladies’
tion this year. Phillips has not done visiting relatives. He was warmly wel
Dress Skirts and W alking Skirts, Hosiery an 1 Underwear of all
anything in this line for some time past, comed by his old friends.
and the plan is to have a celebration of
At the last meeting of the Young Peo
kinds. Laces, Ham burgs and Ribbons, a full line.
the old-fashioned kind, with a trot at ple’s society, the committee on the con
Ju st a word about S 'oes. I carry one of the largest stocks in
Toothaker park, etc. It will be haudled stitution reported. This was adopted
by the business men through commit with slight changes. During the even
the county—Men’s, Ladies’ and Children’s. The best ladies’ $3.00
tees. Messrs. S. G. Haley, W. A. D. ing a literary and musical program was
shoe for $2. 50, to close. M en’s high and low shoes, both patent
Cragin and A. S. Beedy were appointed carried out.
by the board of trade to take charge of
and
enamel. I also carry a full ling of G . H . Bass & C o .’s shoes
Rev. H. S. Trueman, pastor of the
the matter.
Evangelical
church,
is
moving
into
the
of
Wilton,
both men’s and boys’. The best shoes for every day
—Hope Rebekah lodge took a special parsonage. With Mrs. Trueman and
Wednesday afternoon and with Rebekabs child he arrived in Kingfield about two
wear on the market. I also carry a line o f men’s long-legged boots.
from along the line visited Charity Re- weeks ago, but have had to wait for
Ju st the thing for mud.
hekali lodge of Livermore Falls. When
household effects till now. He
the train reached that place there were their
Ju st call and look my stock over when in town and if you don’t
99 on ths train. Among those who went takes up the work where Rev. Mr.
Ward
left
it
and
his
appointments
are
see
what
you want, call for it. Mail orders promptly filled.
from Phillips were: Mis. J. W. Brack the same. Mr. Trueman’s last charge
ett, Mrs. J. W. Carlton, Mr. and Mrs. was at Fair Haven, Conn., where he was
Eastern Telephone Connection 1 1 - n .
Fremont Scamman, Mr. and Mrs. Everett stationed about one year.
Holt, Mrs. W. E. Millett, Miss Mamie
Landlord Jordan of the Kingfield
Butterfield, Miss Daisy Davenport, Mrs.
| S . J. W Y M A N ,
K in g f i e ld , M e . ♦
B. L. Voter, Miss Josephine Whitney, House has added to the comforts to be
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Chandler, Mr. F. S. found there by placing electric lights
Chandler, Mrs. E. B. Whorff, Mrs. H. F. throughout the building.
Beedy, Mr. M. W. Toothaker; Miss
The fishermen are preparing for the
Flora Carr and Mrs. O ive Dodge of sport at Tuft’ s pond. There are a good
Strong. They report an excellent time. many enthusiasts in the piscatorial art
—The Farmington High School Con here, and they know how to catch the
cert company and band gave an enter fish, too. Mr. A. R. Thurston knows
tainment at Lambert ball Friday night. what a fisherman needs for tackle and
The boys gave an excellent entertain has placed a good supply of it in his
ment. Arthur McDonald, as drum store.
major, was much enjoyed. Miss Gill’ s
On Wednesday, the three-months-old
playing was one of the features of the child of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Lander died.
Don’t wear those W inter Suits any
evening and Mr. Raymond Davis received The funeral was held in the Methodist
longer. Com e in and buy one of our
a hearty encore. Miss Elizabeth Small church, Rev. B. V. Davis officiating, as
treated a very favorable impression. sisted by Rev. A. E. Saunders. The fu
swell new Spring Suits.
Mr. Rollins’ s cornet solo was liked very neral was under the direction of Mr. E.
much. The program was as follows:
C. Williamson.
PART i.
Donald Collins, son of Frank Collins,
Trombone Solo,
W. Raymond Davis
Vocal Solo,
Mi«s Elizabeih Small is i ;l.
Violin Solo,
Miss Edna May Gill
Mrs. B. C. Webster is having electric
Cornet Solo,
D. W. Rollins
M en’s suits, from $6 to $ 15 .
Boys’ suits, $5 to $ 1 2 .
Children’s
Vocal Sol
W. Raymond Davis lights put into her house occupied by
Violin Solo,
Miss Edna May Gill Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jacobs.
suits, from $ 2 to $5 . A large assortment o f odd Pants for men and
Trombone Solo,
W. Raymond Davis
Mr. George Pullen, 70 years of age,
PART II.
boys.
Dress Pant from $2.50 to $ 5 .
E ve ry day Pant $ 1.5 0 to
Elano Galop,
Brooke fell and broke his leg a short time ago.
Battleship Oregon (March),
Fulton On account of his age, it is a serious
$3.5 0 . Boys’ fancy stripe Pants $ 2 to $2 .5 0 .
A line of Top
The Gainsborough,
Rosey
Grasiela (Spanish Waltz),
Giovaidni break. He has the sympathy of liis
The Trooper, .
Dalbey friends.
Coats for $S and gio. A n elegant line o f Hats in black, steel and
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
The ladies of the Free Baptist Mis
pearl colors, $ 1, 1.50 , 2.
A nobby line of Ties, four-in-hands,
Paper hangings at the Corner store. Phil sionary society held their meeting with
lips.
Mrs. Allen Barker last Tuesday.
tecks
and
bows,
17,
25,
50c.
A line of fancy hose that w ill please
Maines & Bonnallie of Kingfield offer bar
Mrs. Geo. H. Winter, who has been
gains in spring and summer clothing.
you.
Just
what
you
want.
quite
il',
is
improving.
Notice to teachers.
Mrs. Elkana Durrell is reported better.
Lathe men wanted.
Millinery opening, Timberlake & Bangs.
Mr. C. B. Hutchins went to Auburn
Spring hosiery and underwear, Arbo C. Nor Friday for a few days.
ton, Farmington.
Mrs. A. R, Thurston is gaining.
Millinery opening, Miss Bana Beal.
Mrs. M. D. P. Thompson is ill.
Carpets. Bradford, Conant & Co., Lewis
O n e P r ic e C lo t h ie r s ,
ton.
Miss Ethel Howard of Farmington lias
E. H. Sli 'pavd advertises wearing apparel been visiting Miss Lelia Hunnewell for a
French Block,
Kingfield, M aine.
for men and women.
S. J. Wyman, Kingfield, calls attention to few days.
his large line of dry and fancy goods.
The friends of Mr. Tristram Norton,
J. C . B U T T S , M anager.
School clothes and shoes, D. F. Hoyt & Co.
who has been ill for some time, are glad
H a l ’s Catarrh cure.
to see him out again.

PAINT!

PAINT!

The Buffalo Aged Linseed Oil
Paints—warranted strickly pure lead
and zinc, ground in pure aged linseed
oil which makes it more elastic and
desirable.

Flour! Flour!
P I L L S B U R Y ’S

JOHN ASBESTOS PAINTS

ST O C K ’ S B E S T

acknowledged by all to be a first-class
paint Johns Asbestos floor paint,
made of the best pigments possible
dries hard and glossy, try it and you
won’t use any other.
A ll kinds of
carriage paints. F o r 75c you can
make your wagon look $25 better.
Varnishes, Stains, Mursesco wall fin
ish, superior to all others. The larg
est line of painting material ever
shown in Fran klin County

CO LU M BIA in

D. 5 . Austin’s,

Dry and Fancy Goods.

SPRING and SUMMER GL0THING.1

u$m«We Can Please You.

HAINES & BONNALLIE,

good

the Upper V illage.
/

%

I am also

well

sup

plied with

Phillips H ardw are Co.

| B ran ,
M ix e d F e e d
All Ready For School

FISHING
TACKLE,

You

and

stock a t m y sto re in

NOW

AN INVITATION

BEST,

and

WHEN SUPPLIED WITH

C o tto n S e e d

BASS’S SCHOOL SHOES.

M e a l.
<•••••#••••»

i

S. G. HALEY. I

Bring the children in and fit
them with shoes.

YOUR TIHE

F rem on t S c a m m a n .

Is Worth Honey
Do You need a new

So

P L O W or

and

the tim e are w orth mon

See th ose I have to offer.
It may be too early to use a cultiva
tor now, but it is well to have one
on hand early. Fu ll line of F arm 
ing Implements.

ey to you
E ig h t d ay

clocks that

strik e the hour and fitted

G. E. R ID E O U T ,
Phillips,
M aine.

with an alarm fo r S3.00.

W a tc h e s

Get Ready For
Spring...............

in va rio u s

Bring in your wagons and have
them put into shape.
I do woodwork of all kin ds in con
nection with Blacksmithing.

R.
-

C LO C K S

W A T C H ES th a t will keep

HARROW?

T.
P h illip s,

my

W IN G ,

styles

and

prices which are alw ays
righ t.

A.

M.

G reen w ood,

Jewelry and

F u r n itu r e .

M a in e .

4 * 4 * 4 *4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4

4 *4 *4 *4*4 *4 *4 *

4

4 For
4

School Wear-

Crown Prince, the ideal shoe for b oys, $ 1 . 7 5
"

and $ 2 .
Superior Seam less, for b oys.

The best wear-

ing shoe for the price ever m ade.

No seam s to

rip

4*

*
4

$ 1 . 3 5 for yo u th s, $ 1 .5 0 for boys.
M onitor, b o y s’ satin calf, $ 1 3 5 and 1 .5 0 .
________________________

4

. . For Men . .

f
4

K in g Q uality—Wine, E n am el, P a te n t Colt, ^
Velours Calf, B o x Calf and Willow Calf, $ 3 .5 0
per pair.
W orking Shoes—$ 1 .5 0 and $ 2 .

We h ave a "T*

large line of the New Sh aron Shoe, which h as
proved the goodness of itself in previous seasons.

j

Price $ 1 .5 0 .

K a n g a ro o Calf, high cut, large eyelets, $ 3
per pair.
Unexcelled, both congress and lace, h eavy
sole, $ 1 50.
T ry a p a ir o f our $ 2 dress shoes.
------------------------------------

4

D. F. HOYT & COMPANY,

^

No. 5 Beal Block,

4 *

Phillips,

-

Maine. ^

\gen cy for the U niversal Steam L au n d ry.

-4 * -4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 *

4 * 4 * 4* 4* 4 * 4

4

M A IN E

Rural Free Delivery Again.

HORSE CASES.

Stratton.

E ast M a d r id , Apr. 8, 1902.
T o th e E d i t o r o f th e M a i n e W o o d s :

Hearings Before Trial Justice
Thompson Last Week.

I notice your East Madrid correspond
ent “ X ” states that those who have put
Carleton
Bubier of Madrid was
up their boxes are much pleased with brought before C. M. Thompson Friday
the rural free delivery. This may be charged with starving to death eight
true as there are but four families who calves a year ago. He was fined $20 and
have put up their boxes. The rest of costs, from which he appealed to the Su
the neighborhood do not object to free preme Judicial court. H. F. Beedy,
delivery that delivers, but we do object Esq , appeared for the state and N. P.
most emphatically to going from one to Noble, Esq., for Bubier.
wo miles for our mail and having it a
This is the only one of the cases in
day later than we used to get it through this vicinity where an attorney has been
employed by the defendant. It appears
our post office, delivered by the train.
Perhaps it will be necessary to go that Isaac Bubier was brought before
Trial Justice Thompson in Madrid a
back to the beginning to give a full ex short time ago, charged with having
planation of the situation.
One year some live stock in his possession, which
ago, interested parlies rent an agent in were not receiving proper care. During
to our quiet little settlement, which was his statement, in defence, it is stated
well supplied with mail facilities (hav that he said that a year ago, eight calves
ing a daily mail direct from Boston) had died from lack of food and water
with a petit’on asking for a free delivery while under the care of his son, Carl
of mail representing to us that the mail ton.
would be brought to our doors.
Every
It is understood that Mr. Bubier
man in the settlement signed it thinking c’ aims that he settled this when the case
that it would be a grand thing to save came up at Madrid, claiming that he
the trouble of go'mg to the post office, settled for himself and his son, but the
and not thinking of the fact that our prosecution claim that he only settled
mail would necessarily be a day behind on one case.
time. When Mr. Boutelle, the govern
In the afternoon a hearing was held
ment inspector, came to lay out the before Mr. Thompson to determine
route, he was accompanied by the before- the ownership of a horse, in order that
mentioned interested parties and they an order might be secured to kill it.
came only as far as tie schoolhouse and The point was to determine whether the
decided that the route should terminate animal belonged to John Cunningham
there, having families situated from one or George Sargent. The horse was rep
to two miles from the terminus of the resented as being in a very bad condi
route, and representing two-thirds of tion from the heaves.
Each party
the mail in the settlement out in the brought in witnesses to show that the
cold.
horse belonged to the other man—CunWhen tLe people learned the true niDgham claiming that he had sold it to
state of affairs they at once sent in. a pro Sargent, and Sargent claiming that he
test, signed by the patrons of the office, was simply keeping it for Cunningham.
against the free delivery and asking that Each then signed a paper waiving all
we m!ght rotain our office. There have rights to the horse and giving Mr. Hunt
been influences brought to bear so that an order to kill it. Mr. Hunt attended
our protest has proved of no avail, ar.d to that duty later.
the people are justly indigi ant.
Friday afternoon, Mr. Hunt received
M r s . I. M. H a t h a w a y .
an order from the trial justice to kill a
horse belonging to Albert C. Wills of
Phillips.

The Fire Company.

The annual meeting of the fire com
pany was held at the office of H. F.
Beedy, Esq., Fiiday evening.
The
officers chosen were: Foreman, N. P.
Noble; engineers, 1st assistant, Harrison
Hamden; 2d assistant, W. B. Hoyt.
After the election an adjournment was
taken till Monday night, when the fire
situation was talked over.
An adjourned meeting will be held
next Monday eveuing for the purpose of
making a change in the by-laws. They
now provide that if membeis are absent
from one meeting they shall be dropped.
It is desired to change the by-laws so
that they may be dropped after failing
to attend two consecvtive annual meet
ings of the company.

Letter to Phillips Hardware Co.,
Phillips, Me.
Dear Sirs: You know liow well it pays
to keep your carriages painted, both for
looks and to keep out water. It pays as
well to paint your barn and your house.
We put your barn first, because that is
your business—your customers Bee it.
You see, there are two good reasons
for paint; one is looks; the other is
wear. If you paint for looks, the wear
will take care of itself.
Paint often for looks; and use good
paint for both looks and wear.
The best paint is Devoe lead and zinc
ground together by machinery; same
proportions as are used by the U. S.
Government. It wears twice as long as
lead and oil mixed by hand.
Yours truly,
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. W. A. D. Ciagin, Phillips, and
Furbish, Oakes & Quimby, Rangeley,
sell our paint.
£3

Fresh, Bright
and Newest
Carpets.
These are the kinds w hich
are always found in our stock.
The increasing business com
pels much larger varieties.
Each season sees new patterns
almost to an entirety.
This
season is no exception.

2 0 Patterns strictly all
W ool
and
Extra
Heavy W e ig h t,
5 0 c yd.
4 0 Patterns, Beautiful
Coloring:, H ighest
Grade,
6 0 c yd.
12 Patterns, new fibre
Carpets for
bed
room s and dining;
room s,
5 0 c yd.
The above are out o f the
ordinary because strictly new
and quality considered are the
lowest priced high grade car
pets to be found anywhere.
More new Velvet Carpets at
85 cents and T apestry Carpets
at 65 cents to arrive this w eek.
Write for samples and par
ticulars, or better still, call and
see.
W e P a y F r e ig h t.

BRADFORD, CONANT &CO.,
199-203 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston,
M aine.

WOODS,

Iialph Lawrence of Gardiner was in
town last week.
Forrest Wing has finished clerking
for the Crockertown Lumber company.
Miss Lelia Briggs of Farmington vis
ited her father last wetk.
Miss Eula Hinds is visiting relatives
and friends in Phillips.
Frank Berrell went down river last
week after river drivers.
Mrs. Bello Grose returned from Bos
ton Saturday, where she has been
after her millenry.
Mrs. Walter Taylor and children are
stopping with her father, Mr. Alphus
Bemis, for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mayo have re
turned home after working at Chain of
Ponds for nearly a year.
Miss Elsie Tufts of Kingfield is in
town canvassing.
Mrs. Edna Jones Cole visited friends
in Dorchester, Mass', the past two
weeks.
Fred Wyman of Farmington is cook
ing on the drive for F. C. Berrell.
Lucien P. Dudley is in town for a few
days.

A P R IL
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The Phillips
National Bank,
P hillips,

-

D o

Maine.

Railroad Notes.
Notice.
E. Greenwood, master mechanic for
All wishing fo teach in the town of Avon
the Sandy River railroad, has under con
coming season are requested to meet at
struction ten new box cars. The first the
the Townhouse, April 26, at 1 o’clock, p. m.
J. W. R ussell.
one is practically finished. These cars
are all to be of larger capacity and
heavier than any of the others.
Notice.

" TTHERESTs

ment commence to draw interest
of each

“ ju s t

a s

g o o d ”

k i n d.

u se

Most economical because most durable.

Deposits in our Savings Depart
on the first day

th e

M.W. JO H N S ’ LIQUID PAIN T

Capital,
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0 .
Surplusand P ro fits,3 2 ,5 0 0 .

in p a i n t

Handsome color card and full particulars
by calling on or addressing

”

month. Phillips Hardware Co. ; J . A . Russell, R an geley; F . W . Look, Strong.

Depositors receive interest for every
full calendar month
deposit.

money is on
•->

Quaker Range Contest.

H. H. F IE L D , Cashier.

For Rangeley, Rangeley Plantation, Cree nvale, Dallas
Lane;, Coplin and Madrid.
On Monday, M ay 19, 1902, a Quaker Range w ill be given to
the lady in any of the towns named above who receives the largest number
of votes. A n y lady in these towns may enter the contest.

Rules of the Contest.

New Spring
Hosiery and

How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of CatArrli that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO , Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J
Cheney for thelast 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transac
tions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
We s t &T ruax , Wholesale Druggists, Tole
do, O.
Walding , K innan & Marvin , Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system. Price, 75c per bottle
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

b u y

A lw a y s

The Range Contest.
The marked feature of the contest this week
is the withdrawal of Mrs. Winona M. Rob
bins. This leaves only Mrs. Nile and Mrs.
Wheeler in the race. The former is still in
the lead bv over 500 votes. She gained 900
votes during the week, while the count of
Mrs. Wheeler was increased 710. Let every
one remember that the coupons in your paper
will be gladly received by the contestant to
whom you may chose to send them.

n o t

Underwear,
A ll

colors,

styles

and

prices.
Hosiery

10

cents to 50

I

cents.
This is a new lot just re- ^

It is essential to the contest that the names of not less than two contestants appear and
remain actively engaged until the close. In the event of the withdrawal of all active can
didates but one. there can be no contest and the prize will he withdrawn.
A coupon will be printed in each and every Issue of the Maine WOODS until and includ
ing Friday, May 16, 1902, which will contain the last coupon. The contest will close at
this paper’s business office at 6 o’clock p. m. the following Monday, May 19, when the
votes will be counted by a committee representing the leading contestants.
1. For every yearly new subscriber to this paper at $1 two hundred votes will be gi ven
A new subscriber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes and receive votes at the
rate of 200 for each $1 per year paid; but all lhese payments must be made In advance at
one time.
2. For every $1 paid by present subscribers, either arrearages of accounts or in advance
on present subscription, one hundred votes will be given.
3. Changes in subscriptions from one member to another of the same family, etc., made
for the obvious purpose of securing the increased number of votes given to new subscribers,
cannot be permitted.
4. Each issue of the Maine Woods will contain one coupon, which, when filled out and
delivered at the Maine Woods office, will count as one vote.
There will be no single votes for sale; votes can only be obtained as above set forth, or
by clipping from the paper the votes that appear below.
Votes will be counted each W ednesday during the contest and the figures of such count
ing printed in the following issue of the paper.
All communications should be addressed to Voting Contest, this office.

ceived.

A R B O C. N O R TO N ,
12 Broadway,

-

Maine Woods Quaker Range

t

Farmington.

VOTINC CONTEST.

Those wishing to teach in the town of Mad

are requested to meet ao my residence,
The Sandy River railroad is working a rid
Saturday, April 26.
train and crev, ballasting along the line.
Bonney E. Webber , Supt. of Schools.

Wanted.

In and About Strong.

A good reliable man to care for and run a
turner’s lathe. A steady job for the right
man.
North Anson Shank Factory. Ameri
Str on g , Apr. 8, 1902.
can Shoe Finding Co., 85 Beach St., Boston.
A dance was given by the Strong Base Mass. Apply to
R. Fairbanks , Supt.
ball club Saturday night in Bell’ s ball.
Nortli Anson, Me.
[S p e cia l C o r r e s p o n d e n c e to th e M a in e W

One Vote For

o o d s .]

Thirty-eight couples participated. Mu
sic was furnished by Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Jones and Mr. E. E. Vining, It was a
great disappointment not to find Mr. G.
F. Towle there, as it was understood he
was to be. Mr. Towle writes that his
failure to appear was due to a misunder
standing while .talking over the tele
phone.
In trying to rearrange the
dates, Mr. Towle understood the new
date to be April 10, hence the disap
pointment.

Canton Point.
The Ladies circle are having their
dining room in Union hall sheathed
with hard pine. B. B. Dailey is doing
the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Hines have moved
into the rent vacated by Mr. Reed. Mr.
Reed has moved on to Columbus Franum’s farm in Dixfield.
Mr. Fred Tripp and family, Mrs. Mar
gery Weld and M*ss Lyla have moved
from Gray to spend the summer at Mrs.
Weld’s farm.
Mr. Dean Davis of Jackson, N. H.,
who has been the guest of W. G. Magner
for the past week, returned to his home
Saturday morning.
Miss Mary Dailey, who has been at
work for Mrs. John Briggs of Canton
village, returned to her home Friday
last.
Miss Bertha Rich is assisting Mrs. A.
J. Foster in her housework.
Miss Edith Berry is visiting her aunt
in Fayette for a few days.
A. G. Rich made a business trip to
Hartford Friday.
Misses Winnifred Foster and Bertha
Rice visited at R. E. McCollister’ s Fri
day.
Misses Helen Dailey and Edith Berry
are taking music lessons of Miss Winni
fred Foster.
Miss Harriette Wing, a music teacher
of Auburn, was at A. J. Foster’s Mon
day.
Mrs. Martha Blackwell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Errest Knapp of Byron.
Sunday, Mar. 23, at the residence of
Rev. W. W. Carver, Canton, occurred
the marriage of James P. Dailey, oldest
son of A. o. Dniley of Canton and Miss
Daisy Belle Smith, daughter of Hanni
bal Smith of Madrid, Rev. W. W. Car
ver, officiating. The young people have
the best wishes of a large circle of
friends.

Good For Rheumatism.

Maine W o o d s Quaker Ranee Voting Contest.
Publishers Maine

ARE MADE BY

Notice to Teachers.
All wishing to teach in the town of Phillips
during the year 1902 are requested to meet at
the High School building at 1 o clock p. m.,
April 19.
E. B. Currier , Supt.

For Sale at a Bargain.

A two story house, containing fourteen ex
tra large rooms with good water upstairs and
down; one large barn and a separate stable,
together with fifty acres of excellent land,
situated in the village of Salem, Maine, in
midst of the best fishing and hunting ground
of Franklin county. An excellent opportun
The Great Dismal Swamp
ity to purchase a beautiful country home or
boarding house for summer hoarders. For
Of Virginia is a breeding ground of full
particulars, address,
Malarial germs.
So is low, wet or
F red G. Mills , Salem, Maine

marshy ground everywhere.
These
germs cause weakness, chills and fever,
aches in the bones and muscles, and
may induce dangerous maladies. But
Electric Bitters never fail to destroy
them and cure malarial troubles. They
will surely prevent typhoid. ‘ ‘We tried
many remedies for Malaria and Stomach
and Liver troubles,”
writes John
Charleston of Byesville, O., “ but never
found anything as good as Electric Bit
ters.” Try them. Only 50c. W. A. D.
Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong; L. L. Mitchell.
Kingfield, guarantee satisfaction.

G O LD E N
KISSES

woods :

Herewith find $................ for wfiich credit............. ...year’s subscription to
(Name)........................................................................................................................

HARLOW.

(Address) ............................................................................................................
— AND ALSO —

T h ey may be found in Phil
lips at the stores o f H . W.
True, S. G . Haley, A . S .
Beedy & Co. and Edgar R .
Toothaker.

J. B. H A R L O W ,
Farmington, - M aine.

N O T IC E .

..................... HUNDRED VOTES.
For.
Of.
renewal.

.Subscription. Please indicate whether this is an New Subscription or

The Quaker Range is a thoroughly up-to-date, high-class range, It
gives perfect satisfaction everywhere and retails at $50.
The Range that is to be given to the winner in this contest can be
seen in J . A . Russell’s hardware store in Rangeley.
T h e standing o f the various contestants w i l l be publish ed in the M
every w e e k till the c lo se .

W

a in e

oo ds

D r.J .R . Kittridge, Dentist, M rs. Dorcas Nile, R angeley,................... ...........................5851
of Farmington, M aine.
Mrs. Cora W heeler, East M adrid....................................5 3 4 3

M isses Tim berlake

WILL BE AT

and B angs
cordially invite the public
to attend their opening of
Spring Millinery, Thurs
day afternoon and even
ing, April 17.

C . W . B E L lL , m . d .
P h y s ic ia n a n d S u rg e o n

Hotel Franklin, Strong, Mar. 25.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, Mar. 26
Oquossoc House, Rangeley. Mar. 27, 28, 29.
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, April 2 and 3.
Shaw House, Eustls, April 4.
Lake House, Flagstaff, April 5.
Office closed from March 25 to April 5.
Ail operations pertaining to dentistry care
fully performed, Special atte tion given to
preserving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
without pain a specialty. Artificial work of
all kinds promptly and carefully done
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
All work warranted. Satisfaction guar
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C. E.
Marr’sdmg store.
Telephone connections by the Dirigo.

(Office at residence of J. H. Bell )
STRONG,
MAINE
Telephone connection

Chas. B. Richardson
DOCTOR
Strong,

Graduate
O F O P T IC S ,
M aine.

Eyes Examined Free.

25 Girls W a n te d a t
Strong T oothpick /Till
.............• • • M S * " •

»•••••
•

at good wages, A p p ly at once to
J . C. T I R R E L L , Supt.,
Strong, Maine.

M IS S B A N A B E A L

Wall Papers
and Curtains,

announces
That she will hold her Opening
of
S p r in g

M

Saturday,

S p rin g and
S u m m e r Styles.
Prices right at all
Seasons of the Year.
D Y E R ,
C.

il l in e r y

A pril

19

Send your Launary to the FRANKLIN
STEAM LAUNDRY, Farmington, Me. All
work guaranteed.
HENRY W .T R U E , Agent,Phillips,Me

Niagara Fire Insurance Co ,

Strong,

OF NEW YORK.
Harold Herrick , Pres.
George C. Howe , Vice Pres.
George W. DEw ey , Sec’y.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1901.
Mortgage Loans.
$ 328,926 49
Stocks and Bonds,
1,860,00000
Cash in Office and Bank,
212,10140
Agents’ Balances,
263,24847
Interest and Rents,
10,67225 .
All other assets,
517,47500

.

-

flaine.

I Lumber Wanted

“ I lia v e b een u s in g C A S C A U E T S fo r

Insomnia, with which I have been afflicted for
over twenty years, and I can say that Cascarets
have given me more relief than any other reme
dy I have ever tried. I shall certainly recom
mend them to my friends as being all they are
represented."
Thos. G i l l a h d , Elgin, 111.
CANDY

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted Assets.
L I A N IL IT IE S ,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other liabilities,

$3,192,42361j
14,64396

$3,177,77965i
DEC. 31, 1901
| 205,481 66 I
1,492,752 51 j
16,978 23
$1,715,212 40

•

Total,
Last fall I was taken with a very
500,000 00
Cash Capital,
r m. '
CATHARTIC
962,667 25 )
severe attack of muscular rheumatism
Surplus over all liabilities,
which caused me great pain and annoy
Total liabilities and surplus,
$3,177,779 65 |
ance. After trying several prescriptions
Harry F. Beedy , Agent.
and rheumatic cures, I decided to use
Phillips, Maine.
TRADE MARK »8 0 I»T * R E D
Chamberlain’s Pain Balm which I had
S M O K E ...
seen advertised in the South Jerseyman.
After two applications of this Remedy I
was much better, and after using one
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do
bottle, was completely cured.—Sa l l ie Good.
Never Sicken, Weaken, or Gripe. 10c, 25c, 50c.
H a r r is , Salem, N. J. For sale by W.
C lo . C i g a r .
...
C U R E C O N S T I P A T I O N . ...
A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Sterling Itemed, Company, Chicago, Montreal, Kew York. 318
GEO. S . H ARRIS & CO.,
Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong and L. L. MO TA DAP Sold and guaranteed by all drugHU“ I U-DJ4U gists to DUKE Tobacco Habit.
Mitchell, Kingfield.
...BOSTON, MASS.

B o s to n T e r r ie r

A TT
A

Strong Toothpick M ill.
2500 cords o f white birch,
1000 cords of yellow birch,
2500 cords of white poplar,
for which good prices wTill be
paid delivered at the mill, or
on the cars along the line of
the Sandy River, Franklin
& Megantic and Phillips &
Rangeley railroads.
F o r prices and further infor
mation, apply to

J. C .

T IR R E L L ,

Superintendent.

State ot Maine.
County of franklin ss.
To D e Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to he held at Farmington
within and for said county on the third Tues
day of May, A. D. 1902.
Lovell D. Nile of Rangeley in said county,
husband of Naomie E. Nile, respectfully rep
resents: That her maiden name was Naomie
E. Moody; that he was lawfully married to
the said Naomie E. Moody at said Rangeley
on the 7th day of Oct. A. D. 1889; that they
lived tegether as husband and wife at said
Rangeley from the time of their said mar
riage until about the 15th day of Oct. A. D.
1900; that your libelant has always conducted
himself towards his said wife as a faithful,
true and affectionate husband; that on or
about the 15th day of Oct., 1900. the said Na
omie E. Nile deserted your libelant without
cause, and went to parts unknown to him;
that her residence is unknown to your libel
ant and cannot he ascertained by reasonable
diligence; that ever since said marriage as
aforesaid the said Naomie E. Nile has been
guilty of cruel and abusive trea tment towards
your said libelant; and y ur libelant further
shows and says that on divers days, and at
divers times, within five (5) years last past, at
said Rangeley, and prior to said desertion as
aforesaid, the said Naomie E. Nile has com
mitted the crime of adultery with divers lewd
men; arid that your libelant is informed and
believes that since desertion as aforesaid she
has lived with a man under an assumed
name, in Massachusetts as his wife; that
theie is no collusion between your libelant
and the said Naomie E. Nile to obtain a di
vorce; that your libelant believes it reason
able and proper, conducive to domestic har
mony and consist): nt with the peace and
morality of society, that the bonds of matri
mony between him and his said wife should
be dissolved by divorce. Wherefore he prays
that such divorce may be decreed.
Lovell D Nil e .
Rangeley, Me., March 17,1902.

State of Maine.

Franklin . County , ss.
March 19,1902.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
19th day of March, 1902.J
Eugene I. Herrick , Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
FRANLLIN, ss :
Supreme Judicial Court, in vacation, March
22, A. I). 1902.
Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered: That the
libelant give notice to the respondent therein
named, to appear before the Justices of our
said Cohrt, to he liolden at i armington,
within and for the county of Franklin, on the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1(02, by pub
lishing an attested copy of said libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in
the Maine W oods, a newspaper printed at
Phillips in said county of Franklin, the last
publication to be thirty days, at least, before
the sitting of said Court, that she may then
and there, in our said Court appeal, and show
cause, if any she have, why the prayer of said
libelant should not he granted.
A. R.SAVAGE,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true eopv of the Libel and order of Court
thereon.
Attest, B. M. Small , Clerk.

A Friend in the Camp
and Household.
Occidental Oin ment and Ealm of
Luzon. Sure cure for Piles, Salt
Rheum , Corns, Cuts, Burns and
Skin Diseases generally. Never fails
25 cents. Sole agents, W. A . D .
Cragin, Phillips ; C. E . Dyer, Strong
L . L . Mitchell,■: Kingfield; C. E
M arr, Farnington.

M A IN E

WOODS.

That Stonewall.

LOCAL NEWS DEPARTMENT.: i; LOCAL NEWS DEPARTMENT.:

II,

1 90 2

INTERESTING MOUND.

P h il l ip s , Apr. 8, 1902.
T o th e E d i t o r o f th e M a i n e W o o d s :

$♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ «♦ ♦ ♦

A P R IL

Repairing Damages Caused by

As the stonewall problem seems to
Freshet at West Phillips.
—Miss Eula Hinds of Stratton is vis claim some attention and not being a
— B. F. Beal was in Boston last week.
iting
friends
in
town.
— Mr. John Holman was in Lewiston
The
crew at work on the road in the
mathematician, I send A and B with in
—Miss Daisy Oakes of Rangeley was
last week.
upper district in West Phillips during
structions
that
A
commence
on
the
—Miss Myrtie Peary is working at in town a few days this week.
week ending April 5, were: W. S.
—Mr. Chas. A. Bean of Livermore hardest end and build what will cost
Comfort Cottage.
$50 at $1.14 per rod. He builds 43 49 57 Hodges and horses; W. F. Calden, Fred
Falls
arrived
Monday
night
for
a
rest
—Miss Addie Briggs of Farmington
rods and B finishes the 100 rods at $.89 and oxen; R. S. Beedy and oxen; Haydn
and vacation of a few days.
was in town last Friday.
per rod and brings in his bill of $49 96^. Plummer, Charles McKenney, E. S.
—Mi-.
Harold
Daggett
went
to
Port
—Mr. H. W. True was in Portland the
Will some mathematician tell me what
land
last
Saturday,
where
he
will
take
a
last of the week on business.
to do with the 3£ cents which I have not Beedy, Frank Calden and Curtis Lawcourse in Shaw’ s Business college.
reuce. The entire labor for the week
used?
J. F. T o o t h a k e k .
—Mr. C. S. Robbins of Kinglield was
—Mr. Fred J. O’ Connell, who has
in town the last of the week.
above was sixty-three and one-half days.
been working for John Holman, has fin
—Miss Mamie Butterfield was in ished work and returned to his home in
As the result two bridges have been
Weld.
Farmington one day this week.
put in, some forty rods of badly washed
Old Town.
—Mr. B. F. Beal brought three horses
Mrs. J. S. Houghton has gone to Bos road plowed and “ turnpiked,” many
—A delightful surprise party was
with him on his return from Boston.
given to Miss Marion Noble Monday ton to select her spring stock of milli loads of stone hauled, and the logs in
—Mr. G. L. Lakin received his com evening, in honor of her birthday which nery.
the cut from Hodges’s to the first bridge
mission as trial justice the past week.
was the day before.
A number of
B. W. Clark is improving slowly.
leveled, settled, packed and covered
— Mr. Clarence Gile of Raugeley is friends gathered at her home and passed
C. F. Blanchard of Wilton was in
with upwards of 400 loads of dirt. This
•visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. the evening at football, ping pong, etc. town Monday.
and were later served with dainty re
Gile.
covering is made up of loam, fine gravel
F.
E.
Sanborn
of
Jay
was
in
town
over
—Mr. Hannibal Smith went to Range- freshments. Miss Noble was the recipi Sunday.
and pulverized or air-slacked ledge and
ley Tuesday of last week, where he will ent of a number of presents.
taken from the mound just above
work this summer for Mr. George Snow
Hodges’ s house on the opposite side of
man.
Mt. Vernon.
Madrid Railroad.
the road.
—Mrs. Morrell Wing went to Rumford
We are glad to report that H. W.
M a in e W oods is not prepared to say
As is well known to many readers of
Falls, Friday, to do housework for C. H.
McKenzie.
that the railroad that has been talked Webber is decidedly better.
M a in e W oods this little mountain in
The traveling is becoming settled and miniature has been the subject of much
—Mr. J. M. Wheeler has finished work of from Madrid station to Bearce &
in M. W. Record’ s store and Mr. D. T. Wilson’ s mill in No. 6, will be built, but the farmers are beginning to think of speculation for many years.
planting.
Libby is taking his place.
it is a fact that plans are being matured
A few years ago a gentleman from
William M. Tyler went to the hospital
—Mrs. F. W. Atwood went to Farm
ington Thursday to attend the funeral under the direction of Mr. Pope, the at Lewiston last week to be treated for Philadelphia - a Mr. Ditson I think—
vice president and general manager of blood poisoning. He is reported to be came up here and expressed his firm
of her cousin, Mrs. Dingley.
conviction that this mound was the
—The Sedgeley lamb, mentioned re the Phillips & Rangeley railroad, look improving.
Miss Myra A. Webber has returned work of prehistoric man. It is sur
cently in these columns, we are told ing to that end.
Preliminary
surveys
have
been
made
from
Belgrade
where
she
has
been
visit
weighs 60 pounds. Pretty good weight.
mounted, as will be remembered, by a
and a few purchases have already been
—Mr. Jeremiah Larrabee drove over made for the use of the proposed new ing her sister, Mrs. F. E. Damren.
large stone on the highest part. It is
from Kingfield Saturday, to remain over line to be known as the “ Madrid rail
either the result of the tireless work of
Sunday with his son, Mr. W. V. Larra road.”
nature or else the work of men as sug
bee.
Freeman Centre.
gested by Mr. Ditson; many things sug
—Mr. Henry Butterfield and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Welch of Strong gest the truth of this last supposition.
Breaking the Sabbath.
who have been spending the winter at
The removal of the southwest end of
visited relatives here Sunday.
Ph il l ip s , April 8, 1902.
F. Scamman’s, have moved onto their
the mound shows that at the beginning
Miss
Mae
Welch
was
in
Farmington
farm.
it was a ledge or very large rock on
T o th e E d i t o r o f th e M c .i n e W o o d s :
one day last week.
—Mr. Ernest Sawyer, who has been
which other rocks of all sizes and sorts
Several complaints have been made to
Hervey
Welch
was
in
JPHillips
Satur
spending the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
were piled and the whole covered with
day.
Dexter Kempton, has returned to his me in regard to parties in town breaking
earth. This earth is as various in kinds
Several from this place attended the as the stones it covers and among the
the Sabbath. It is stated that work is
home in Skowhegan.
—Messrs. Roy Atkinson and Samuel carried on that disturbs the peace of the entertainment at the M. E. church at rocks and hollows of the ledge it is put
in in small quantities from bunches as
Conant of South Strong attended the en day, and that others are guilty of break Strong, April 1.
Mr. Frank Lo’ Greene of Massachu large as a gallon measure up to half a
tertainment given by the Farmington ing the game laws on that day. I hope
that any who may be included r these setts was in town last week to attend cart load. One man, whose geological
High School band, Friday night.
information is limited (as the present
—Mr. Leonard Atwood, president, complaints will desist before an investi the funeral of Miss Cynthia Parlin.
The roads are still quite muddy owing writer knows), suggests that such work
and Mr. F. B. Hubbard, general freight gation may be necessary.
J. B. N o b l e , Deputy Sheriff.
to the frost leaving the ground, but could not possibly have been done by
agent of the Watervhle, Wiscasset &
have improved somewhat the past week. Dame Nature.
Farmington railroad, were at Phillips
This man thinks that if the mound is
Hotel last week.
LETTERS TO MAINE WOODS. Mr. Chas. Richards plans to build a the result of prehistoric action of great
stable 30x36 in the near future.
— J. W. Haines of Farmington was
rises of water the river wash and other
here last week and shipped twelve veal
Miss Maud Durrell is working for accumulations would have been left in
calves, one beef, one milch cow and four How the Sun and Grasshoppers Mrs. C. E. Richards.
layers. Another singular fact is this:
hogs. Mr. Haines is getting together
Spoiled the Crops.
Eustis Bros, are shingling and other All the ledge and most of the rocks, ex
another lot to ship next Monday.
wise improving their ell.
cept a few large ones around the base
A ugust v, Apr. 5,1902.
—Miss Nellie D. Thompson, who has
Messrs. Sedgeley and Eustis have each (these were but partially covered) slack
given some very interesting talks at the To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
after a few hours’ exposure. Specimens
H. M. Butterfield and others are correct as had the misfortune to lose a cow this have been kept and there is plenty more.
M. E. 'church within the past six
spring.
months, is the guest of Miss Etta Rob to the date of the grasshopper year, 1871.
That the dark yellow earth is pure red
erts.-H allo well correspondent in Ken The oldest inhabitant of your county I think
ochre has been settled by the Maine
cannot recall another such drouth and grass
nebec Journal.
Experiment station some two years ago.
North
Chesterville.
hopper
scourge
as
visited
them
that
year.
I
This earth is made red by action of heat
—At themeeting of the Library asso
was
living
on
my
father’s
old
farm,
the
Lapciation, G. B. Sedgeley was elected pres
Miss Edna M. Lovejoy has returned and the post just across the bridge at
ident; Miss Sarah Tootbaker, vice presi pen Williams place on Bray hill, now owned from her visit to Massachusetts.
Phillips village having on it Mr. Dill’s
by
Gerry
Nickerson.
I
then
owned
the
ad
dent; A. M. Greenwood, secretary and
sign, “ Amble Street,” is painted with
Mr.
J.
E.
Iliscock
made
a
business
joining
farm,
now
owned
by
a
Gray.
treasurer, and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur was
it.
D. F. H.
reelected a member of the book commit There had been some twenty acres of land trip to Cambridge, Mass., recently.
cleared
and
seeded
to
herdsgrass
and
reaped
tee for three years.
Miss Nina Taylor, who has been work
for the seed. This lot I had encircled with a
—If you are not an advertiser, it’s hedge fence and turned to pasture. The ex ing for Mrs. Hiscock, has returned to
time you were. There is no excuse treme drouth had parched the pastures her home in New Vineyard.
whatever for a business man who does everywhere except on this new land. Stock
W. J, Small of Allen’s Mills is in
not advertise. That is as much a part was driven here from Freeman, New Sharon town.
Stores Closed ou Sundays By
of your business as handling over your and nearer points until I had more than
Misses Blanche and Maude Lovejoy,
goods. Your customers look for it, and fifty head of cattle which not only ate down
Sheriff Estey.
grass but browsed everything in reach.
expect—what they look in vain for, and the
Still unsatisfied, the hedge fence no longer Katherine Parsons and Nellie Webster
don’t see—in the local paper your ad was a sateguard. They roamed the thousand are home from Farmington for a two
acres of forest till they reached the upper weeks’ vacation.
vertisement.—Aroostook Pioneer.
settlement of East Madrid, helping them
Horsemen Try Pulling Matches
—Col. Elliott C. Dill of Augusta was selves to garden truck, vegetables and such
The C. E. Social at the home of Mr.
recently presented with a sword by the grain as had not been harvested, dried up or and Mrs. W. O. Eustis was a pleasant
With Their Horses.
up bv grasshoppers. All damage of the
Sea Girt team. He had gone to Port eaten
kind I gladly recompensed as it had become occasion. Music and readings furnished
land to address the members of Com impossible to collect the hungry hoard. This entertainment. Refreshments of sand [Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
pany B of the 1st regiment upon rifle entire stock obtained good living, coming up wiches, cake and coffee were served.
autumn in very fair condition.
R a n g e l e y , Apr. 9, 1902.
practice.
After his address, Lieut. inIthe
recall a drive down through the town of
Philip Hemingway has returned to
Ralph C. Purinton made the presenta Salem late in August. Not one green thing
Deputy
Sheriff
Estey has closed all
tion. It was a complete surprise to the could be seen in field or pasture, every slutib Farmington.
the stores and shops in town on Sundays
and brier and full-grown tree seeming with
Colonel, but was none the less appreci out
Jose Fuller has bought the Melvin
life, while the millions of hoppers filled
ated. The sword is gold mounted, and the air in every direction, a gloomy, dreary Vaughan house and we understand he excepting the drug store and Marchetti’s
bears the inscription, “ Col. Elliott C. sight indeed. There hardly seemed a hope intends to move in about a month.
eating room. The former is allowed to
that vegetation could ever come forth again
Dill; from Sea Girt Team, 1901.”
without resetting and replainting. S. S. w
The Ladies’ Sewing circle met with sell nothing but drugs and the latter is
—Mr. H. C. Reed of Richmond, dis
Mrs. Geo. Lovejoy Wednesday after limited to serving lunches.
trict deputy head consul of the Modern
noon.
Visit
Made
to
Native
Franklin
The monthly conference was held in
Woodmen of America, was here a few
Ca r n a t io n .
days the last of the week in the inter
the vestry on Thursday evening, as this
Town.
ests of the society, having the candi
is believed to be a more convenient
M e d f o r d , M a s s ., A p r . 5 ,1 9 0 2 .
dates for membership in the order ex
time for those who would attend them
amined. Through the efforts of Mr. G. To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
than Saturday afternoon.
I thought that as I had once been a resident
L. Lakin, over 20 have made applica
your state and having been born in Kingtion, and the branch will be organized of
field, th»t I would write a few lines in regard
Olen Rowe has a subscription paper
here in Grange hall, April 23, At this to a short visit which I have just completed Failed to Do for Miss Mabelle L.
with which he is raising funds to im
time Mr. Reed will return to assist in in that town
LaMonte What Was Accom prove the interior of the church vestry.
Leaving Boston at 9 and arriving at Farm
the organization. He spends his entire ington
at about 4.30 p. m. I transferred to that
plished by Lydia E. Pinkham’s
time traveling in the interests of the or wonderful little narrow gauge. After about
Rev. Mr. Roberts preached on Srniday
thirty-five minutes’ ride I arrived at Strong
der.
Vegetable Compound.
where I met Dan Cushman, the veteran engi
on the subject “ Habits, Their Origin and
neer of the Franklin & Meganjic railroad,
“ D e a r M rs . P in k h a m : — I w as in Influence on both Young and Old.”
with the same smile on his face that he had
when he made his first trip across Kingfield an awful state for nearly three years His talk to the children was from the
flat many years ago. We then commenced with a complication of female troubles
our journey to that busy little village which
same text and was illustrated by wind
was once the terminal of this road, but which which three physicians called by dif
now extends into a section that a few years ferent names, but the pains were all ing a thread around the arms and body
ago was almost a wilderness.
A few turns of the
At Kingfield I was pleased to meet Mr. Lo the same. I dreaded the time of my of a small boy.
ren Pullen, the station agent. He gave me a
thread were easily broken, but after
very cordial welcome and seemed as pleas
many turns, which represented years of
ant and social as he did many years ago
when it was my privilege to come to him for
piactice, it was found to be too strong
instruction in some difficult problem in
mathematics as he wa3 a teacher at that
for him. Sunday school had 85 schol
time
ars.
While visiting in Kingfield [ was surprised

PAPER
v

H A N G IN G S .
Wall P a p e rs ,: Borders, Sidew alls
and Ceilings, also Room Mouldings
and Curtains.

The best assortment

ever shown in town and all at low
prices.
Shall you paint your buildings,
carriages or farming
this spring?

implements

I f so, remember that

the “ Devoe Lead and Z in c” paint
has the best assortment of colors, is
the most economical to use, spreads
further and lasts longer than any

MiiKiattiiHM

8

other paint made.
Paint your carts, wagons, car
riages, ploughs, harrows and culti
vators with “ Devoes Farm W agon
Paint.”

I. i. II. CM,
Comer Store,

No. I Beal Block,

Main Street,

Phillips,Maine.

RANGELEY NEWS NOTES.

THREE CHICAGODOCTORS

A painful back.
A lame, a weak, an aching back
Tells of your kidney ills.
Backache is the kidneys’ warning.

Doan’s
Kidney Pills
Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.
Mr. Joseph Clewley, of 47 Church i
bookkeeper for J. E. Knox & Co.,
Mass., manufacturers of dies and c
tools, says: “ I used several prescri
from physicians, trying to get relief
attacks of backache. The pain was 1
region of the kidneys, and the me
seemed to relieve me for the time
but it always returned. If I took c
was always worse, and at such ti
was downright sick. I had a severe i
and used Doan’s Kidney Pills. Tlu
box relieved me a great deal. Conti
the treatment a short time longer i
entirely cured, and I have had no reti
the complaint.”
For sale by all druggists; 50 cent
box. 1‘ oster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.

at the many changes that have taken place
in the last fourteen years. The population
has nearly doubled in this time. New streets
have been built and houses have sprung up
on land that was once a pasture and where
once the boys used to meet for a game of
ball. One very prominent feature and an
ornament to the town is the French block
owned by Mr. Charles French and built on
land that was once used to accomodate the
mills of the place. It was my privilege to
meet Mr. French, who kindly' showed me
through the building, which is first-class in
every respect and has all the modern im
provements.
A few words in regard to the business of
tlvs place. Lumber is the principal feature.
A large amount of white birch is manufac
tured here. It seems that it has hardly l ime
to get cold from the time the woodsman fells
the tree until it is worked up into novelties
and loaded on the cars to be shipped to its
destination.
Kingfield is the banner town in the state
for one of its size. One good feature of the
town is that loafers are not plenty, and every
one seems to be busy. Another good feature
Is, there are no empty tenements.
Afier spending a very pleasant week with
my father and mother, Mr. and 3Irs. A. V.
Hinds, and also meeting many old friends
and acquaintances I returned home, well
pleased with my trip to northern Maine.
L. P. Hinds.

“ A neighbor ran in with a bottle of
Chamberlain’ s Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy when my son was suffer
ing with severe cramps and was given
up as beyond hope by my regular phy
sician, who stands high in his profes
sion. After administering three doses
of it, my son regained consciousness
and recovered entirely within twentyfour hours,” savs Mrs. Mary Haller, of
Mt. Crawford, Va. This Remedy is for
sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H.
Wlntuey, Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong
and L. L. Mitchell, Kinglield.

The lumber men have honored A. J.
Lary, one of the Berlin Mills foremen,
by presenting him with a very fine belt.
The belt is made wholly of metal and is
well engraved.
On a broad plate in
front is the revised image of a pugilist
stripped for the riDg, and around it is
engraved the words “ A. J. Lary, Cham
pion of Kennebago.” The belt is on ex
hibition in the window of Schofield’s
barber shop.

BUSINESS

CARDS.

E . B . C U R R IE JR , M . D

PHYSICIAN andSURGEON, Phillips. M
e
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.
Office at residence. Telephone connection

HARRY F. BEED Yf
A T T O R N EY A T L A W
OFFICE, BEAI BLOCK, PHILLIPS, ME.
Telephone Connections.
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

If. P. NOBLE

TIMBERLAATTORNEYS,
KE & NOBLE,
Office, Beal Block,
Phillips, Mt
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections will receive prompt attention

Estate of EBEN HINKLEY.

F

FIRE

Biacksmithing Solicited.

I wish to give notice that I have bought out
the O. W. Russell blacksmith shop on Bridge
Estate of Henry T. Morrill.
street and solicit the patronage of all.
Ox and horse shoeing a specialty.
RANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate, holdHaving had years of experience, I can guar
en at Farmington, within and for the
antee satisfaction.
County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
W. C. Beedy ,
March A. D. 1902.
Phillips, Me.
J. S Mooers, Guardian of estate of Henry T
Morrill, late of New Sharon, in said county,
S. L. Savage.
deceased, having presented his third and
Carriage work and wood work of every final account of guardianship of the estate of
description done in a workmanlike manner said ward for allowance:
Ordered , That said Guardian give notice
Over H. M. Staple’s blacksmith slicp.
to all persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks suc
C. F. CHANDLER,
cessively in the Maine W o o d s , published a t
that they may appear at a Probate
E m balm erand Undertaker, Phillips,
Court to be lield at Farmington, in said CounFuneral Supplies.
Phillips, Me. ty, on the third Tuesday of April next at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have why the same should not he
allowed.
Carriage R epairing

F

and P ainting.

Attest, F rank W. Butler , Register.

Boston Store

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
Eva G. Richardson, late of Rangeley,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
R. G. R ichardson .
March 18,1902.

all hours. I have also a bakery con
nected with my store. Full line of to
bacco and cigars. Remember the place.

F. L. M ARCHETTI, Prop’ r,
RANGELEY,

-

H A 1NE.

forfeit If above testimonial li not ginutno.

Clark Smith.

I f L y d ia E . P in k h a m ’s V e g e 
ta b le C om pound cou ld c u re M iss
L a M o n te —w h y n o t y o u ? T r y it
a n d see fo r y o u rse lf.
M rs. P in k h a m a d vise s s ic k w o 
m en fre e . A d d re ss, L y n n , Maas*

Iron and S teel.
The fire wardens, D. E. Heywood,
I have the best line of blacksmiths’ and
Arthur Oakes and Frank Jacobs, will
makers’ supplies ever kept in
soon be going the rounds of the village carriage
Rangeley.
Have secured an experienced
inspecting chimneys.
blacksmith and am prepared to do all kinds
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Berry have a son
born on Monday.

F

RANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate hold
en at Farmington, within and for the
County'of Franklin, on the third Tuesday’ of
March, A. D. 1902.
Austin Hinkley, Administrator of the estate
Are you a business man? Are you a house
Kben Hinkley', late of Rangeley, m said
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your am- of
, deceased, having presented his first
ety will be relieved if you carry fire lnsur county
account
of administration of the estate of
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-Americaj said deceased
for allowance:
or Niagara Fire Insurance companies.
Ordered , that said Administrator give no
tice to all persons interested, by causing this
HARRY F. BEEDY, Agent,
order to be published three weeks succes
Phillips, ITaine sively in the Maine Woods published at
Phillips that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Farmington, in said coun
F. E. LESLIE, M . D.,
ty, on the third Tuesday of April next,
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show
Physician and S u rgeon , at
cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
____ Andover, M aine.
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
Attest, Frank W. Bu tler , Register.

Quite an exciting time took place on
WOODWORK of all kinds done promptly
Saturday by pulling horses. It started
and In a workmanlike manner.
in the morning by a match between two
Phillips, Me.
single horses, but in the afternoon others GEO. A. STA P LE S,
got into it and there were five horses en
tered. Purses were raised as prizes—
enough to pay for the trouble, and teams R em em ber the
were pulled to see which could haul a
load the farthest in five minutes. Hall
Grant got first prize with a pair of
For fresh goods and low prices. Whole
greys, and Charles Huntoon took second
salers and Retailers. Full line of fruit
with a pair of his own horses.
and confectionery. Ice cream. The best
soda and root beer this side of Boston.
Miss Evelyn Ilewey, the postmistress,
Soda made of pure fruit juices. Hot ai d
is confined to her home with the grip.
cold lunches. We serve regular meals at

MABELLE L. La MONTE.
monthly periods for it meant a couple
of days in bed in awful agony. I final
ly made up my mind that the good
doctors were guessing ; and hearing
from different friends such good re
ports of L y d ia E . D in k h a u r s V e g 
e ta b le C o m p o u n d ; I tried that. 1
bless the day I did, for it was the
dawning o f a new life for me. I used
five bottles before I was cured, but
when they were taken I was a well
woman once more. Your Compound is
Miss Georgie Estey and her father
oertainly wonderful. Several o f my went to Boston on Monday.
friends have used it since, and nothing
Oquossoc lodge, K. of P. on Monday
but the best clo I ever hear from its
use.” — Yours, M a b e l l e L. L a M onte , evening, conferred the rank of Page ou
M2 E. 31st St., Chicago, 111.— fsooo A. L. Oakes and the rank of Esquire on

Estate of Priscilla J. Hinkley.
RANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate liolden at Farmington, within and for the
County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1902.
Austin Hinkley, administrator of the estate
of Priscilla J. Hinkley, late of Rangeley, in
said county, deceased, having presented his
first and final accouut of administration of
the estate of said deceased for allowance:
Ordered , That said Administrator give
notice to all persons interested, by causing
tills order to be published three weeks suc
cessively In the Maine Woods, published at
Phillips, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Farmington, in said
County, on the third Tuesday of April
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.
Attest, F rank W. Butler , Register.

of blacksmith and carriage work.
A. E. BLODGETT,
Rangeley Me.
Telephone Connection.

Notice.

NUTRIOTONE.

j*

j*

j*

Is the most valuable tonic for horses,
cows and oxen,calves, sheep and swine,

POU LTRIOTON E.
Is an egg producer and keeps the fowls in
a laying condition.
Unless you are getting from your animals
in flesh, milk or work, more than you are
expending on them in feed and care, you are
losing money.
Try Nutrlotone and Poultriotone.
For
sale by

J. W . CARLTON,
Upper Village,
Phillips.

